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1. SUMMARY 
A study of the technology surrounding thrust reversers as 
particularly applied -to Short Take Off and Landing (STOL) aircraft has 
been initiated. The study is divided into two main subdivisions: 
1) A study of jets introduced obliquely into a 
freelream flow, and 
2) a study of jet impingement on curved surfaces. 
The former is further divided into (a) an investigation of the flow field 
generated around a single engine nacelle by two hot, round opposing 
jets in the presence of a freestream, and (b) an investigation of the hot, 
two-dimensional jet introduced at various angles into an opposing free­
stream. Both of these investigations also include an analytical program. 
The results of the model nacelle testing suggest that pitching the reverse 
jets up asymmetrically is a useful technique for preventing engine 
exhaust ingestion and thereby increasing reverser utilization and per­
formance. This improvement over conventional practice is especially 
significant in the presence of side winds. The model nacelle analytical 
model has not been completed. Likewise the two-dimensional jet 
investigation is incomplete at this writing although portions of the 
analysis are complete. 
The study of jet impingement on curved surfaces has been 
primarily an analytical effort. Experiments were performed for the purpose 
of verifying the assumptions on which the analysis is based. Satisfactory 
analytical and numerical solutions have been obtained for a radial plane 
jet impinging on a cylindrical deflector and a round radial jet impinging 
on a hemispherical surface. Finally, a more general numerical program 
was developed for the case of a straight jet exhausting from a duct and 
impinging on an arbitrary curved surface. The results of experiments 
performed for this case are in satisfactory agreement with the analysis. 
This program will be applied to a variety of geometries in an 
attempt to predict an optimum target thrust reverser design. The tech­
niques developed here will also be extended to three-dimensional cases. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
The development and introduction into service of Short Take-Off and 
Landing (STOL) transport aircraft is certain to be one of the next big steps 
in both military and commerical aviation. The congestion of the airways, 
domestically, and the need for greater military flexibility guarantee a 
prominent place in the future for STOL aircraft. Due to the need for public 
acceptance and because of the large advantages in cruise performance, 
speed, and thrust-to-weight ratio provided by fan/jet engines that will soon 
be in production the development of jet-powered STOL aircraft is most probable. 
Yet, there are a number of propulsion problems which must be solved 
before the potential of jet-powered STOL aircraft can be fully realized. One 
of these problems is the development of more effective thrust reversers than 
those currently available. Typical thrust reversers today are 40 to 50 percent 
effective on the test stand; yet in practice they are often relatively inefficient. 
This is because on conventional aircraft with wing mounted engines, the 
reduction in wing drag produced by the negative dynamic pressure field 
generated by the thrust reversers almost entirely offsets their braking effect. 
2.1 THE SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF REVERSE THRUST FOR STOL AIRCRAFT 
Because of the very large thrust-to-weight ratio of STOL aircraft, 
reverse thrust operation is in general of much greater significance than for 
conventional aircraft. The principal benefit of the high thrust-to-weight 
ratio is that landing and aborted take-off distances can be materially reduced 
and an extra safety margin is provided for operations on icy runways. In 
addition, effective reverse thrust can substantially retard tire and brake wear, 
which are among the major maintenance problems on both military and commercial 
aircraft today [1] . Besides retarding brake wear, maximum utilization of reverse 
thrust minimizes brake heating, thereby reducing ground turn-around time. and 
in so doing, substantially increasing the utilization factor of commercial air­
craft and diminishing military aircraft vulnerability to ground or air attack. 
For multiple STOL aircraft operations on soft or unprepared surfaces, it is often 
not practical to utilize full braking because of the severe rutting that occurs; 
thus reverse thrust can become the principal means of stopping ground roll. 
And finally, an effective reverse thrust system provides the capability to park 
and back-up aircraft on congested airstrips with limited or no ramp area. 
2.2 THE PROBLEM OF EXHAUST GAS INGESTION 
Unfortunately, as the importance of thrust reversers becomes greater, 
so does the severity of the problems associated with reverse thrust operation. 
The principal difficulty is avoiding exhaust gas ingestion with the resulting 
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loss of power and engine stall at low speeds. Because of ingestion, current 
aircraft turn off their thrust reversers at ground speeds only slightly less than 
the landing speeds of typical STOL aircraft. For example, on the Lockheed 
0-141, reverse thrust is terminated at between 50 and 60 knots. 
Engine ingestion can be .categorized into several types: 
1) 	 Near field ingestion of reversed flow which, due to 
the Coanda Effect, is attached to the nacelle surface. 
This occurs at fairly large turning angles. 
2) 	 Far field ingestion of reversed flow which is blown back 
into the inlet by the freestream. 
3) 	 Cross ingestion of the reversed flow from adjacent 
engines.. This can be especially serious on swept­
wing fouriengined aircraft with well spaced engine 
nacelles. The inboard engines tend to project their 
reversed exhaust into the outboard engine inlets. 
4) 	 Airframe-ground interaction ingestion of the reversed 
flow due to reflection of the exhaust from aircraft 
surfaces and also the ground. 
At the present time, near field ingestion is the factor which most limits 
improvements in reverser effectiveness and a combination of items 2, 3, 
and 4 limits the ground cut-off speed. 
Thus, exhaust gas ingestion for STOL aircraft represents a serious 
threat to successful reverser operation at low speeds and can nullify the 
short landing capability, even though the potential influence of reverse 
thrust is significantly greater than for conventional aircraft. It is, there­
fore, mandatory that some technique for operating thrust reversers at low 
speeds be devised, and at the same time, it is vital that some method fnr 
improving thrust reverser effectiveness be found. 
2.3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
There are other considerations which become important for STOL air­
craft and which can influence thrust reverser design. These include:
 
1) 	 Noise - the high thrust-to-weight ratio of STOL 
aircraft and the urban and suburban location of 
proposed STOL ports combine to make noise a 
major consideration. Present techniques for 
acoustical treatment of fan engines involve the 
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use of long duct designs which allow a greater area 
for absorption of fan noise [23 . While quieter 
engines can certainly be built, acoustical treatment of 
the fan through long duct design will still afford an 
effective means for further noise reductions. There­
fore, since the present FAA noise regulations will 
probably become more stringent as the capability for 
noise reduction increases [3 ], long duct designs may 
become preferable and must certainly be given as much 
consideration as short duct designs. Adoption of a 
long duct design would reduce the weight advantage 
associated with cascade reversers in combination with 
a short duct and could make optimum the use of target 
thrust reversers which would deflect both the primary 
and secondary air flow. Or conversely, with a long 
duct the location of cascade thrust reversers could be 
moved aft to take advantage of the greater inlet­
reverser spacing already enjoyed by target thrust 
reversers. 
2) Crosswinds - Since STOL ports will most likely be 
limited to a single landing strip, and because of the 
low landing speeds, the effects of crosswinds will be 
significantly greater than for conventional aircraft. 
The gross lateral motion of the exhaust flow field due 
to crosswinds can significantly aggravate the already 
serious problems of far field and cross ingestion on 
four engine aircraft, particularly at low speeds. 
Current STOL transport concepts favor clustered engine 
designs in an effort to minimize engine-out control 
problems. In such designs, the far field reversed 
thrust flow may closely resemble that of a single 
engine. Thus self ingestion of far field flow in the 
presence of a crosswind may be a dominant factor in 
STOL reverser design. 
3) Drag Wipeout - While STOL aircraft enjoy low approach 
speeds, they necessarily have high drag configurations 
during landing. Thus while the dynamic pressure may 
be relatively small, the drag forces can be quite 
significant due to the large control surface areas 
exposed. Since wing mounted engine designs are 
those primarily considered for STOL aircraft, the loss 
of drag associated with the wing-flap system can 
represent a substantial reduction in aerodynamic 
braking. Hence STOL thrust reversers must avoid, as 
far as possible, the drag wipe-out problem associated 
with conventional aircraft. 
4) 	 Foreign Object and Dust Ingestion - This is primarily 
a problem facing military STOL aircraft. Experience 
with the C-141 [4 and C-SA on-off-runway landing tests 
indicate that ground-reverse jet impingement at low speeds 
can result in considerable dust and foreign object in­
gestion. Not only does this damage the compressor and 
turbine blades, it also can cause instabilities resulting 
in external combustion of the jet exhaust. 
2.4 A POTENTIAL SOLUTION 
One way to reduce and perhaps eliminate exhaust gas ingestion, 
minimize most of the problems discussed in section 2.3, and at the same 
time increase effectiveness, is to orient the efflux from the thrust reversers 
at an angle in a vertical plane relative to the approaching flow so that the 
exhaust jet is deflected up and over the wing rather than remaining in the 
plane of the engine inlets where it is liable to be ingested as on conventional 
aircraft today. In the text that follows, this technique is referred to as 
"Thrust Reverser Positive Pitch" or "TRPP". A sketch illustrating this con­
cept using target thrust reversers is shown in Figure 2.1. It should be 
recognized that the TRPP concept also applies to cascade thrust reversers. 
However, for this application an aft reverser, long duct design would be 
preferable because the reversed jet flow could more easily move clear of the 
engine inlet since it would originate much farther from the inlet compared 
with current designs having cascade reversers. Also, since externally blown 
flap designs for STOL aircraft show much potential, it is conceivable that a 
blown flap could be modified, using the TRPP concept, to also perform the 
role of thrust reverser and thus exhaust the jet behind and above the wing, 
well away from the engine inlets. 
A point of interest regarding the TRPP concept is 'that, in addition to 
allowing greater thrust reverser effectiveness and lower speed operation, 
application of this technique using a properly chosen pitch angle will actually 
increase the total retarding force of the brakes and reversers through the 
additional braking provided by the landing gear due to the vertical component 
of the deflected exhaust flow. Thus, in situations where wheel braking can 
be used, this can more than make up for the loss in reverser effectiveness 
caused by pitching the flow up. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
Also, the TRPP concept will help eliminate the problems of engine dust 
ingestion and loss of pilot visibility due to reverse flow impingement on 
the ground during landing on unsurfaced airstrips. And by deflecting the 
thrust reverser efflux up and over the wing, drag loss due to blocking of the 
freestream flow would be avoided or reduced and some degree of wing lift 
spoiling would be provided. 
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3. THRUST REVERSER LITERATURE
 
While the TRPP concept is a relatively new idea, thrust reverser 
research has been pursued seriously since the early 1950's. Perhaps the 
earliest work was conducted by the Navy and then extended at the NASA 
Lewis Research Center. It was continued later at NASA Ames Research 
Center and the Air Force Propulsion Laboratories. The papers [5-28] 
resulting from these early investigations have been the primary source of 
the more fundamental information needed for present day thrust reverser 
design. There have been a number of hardware oriented studies [29-341 
in the last few years but only limited investigation of the basic flow 
mechanisms has been made since the initial papers appeared. 
The TRPP concept grew out of an inhouse study [352 of STOL aircraft 
thrust reversers conducted in 1968 by the Lockheed-Georgia Company. The 
study, which was basically experimental, was conducted in two parts. 
The first consisted of a brief series of flow visualization tests conducted 
in a four by five foot, low turbulence wind tunnel. This work employed 
several jets with diameters of 0.26, 0.36, and 0.5 inches operating at 
angles of 0, 10, 15, 20 and 25 degrees relative to the approaching flow, 
and at jet-to-freestream velocity ratios of between 11 and 23. Photographs 
which showed the effect of pitch angle on the jet efflux at given velocity 
ratios were taken during these tests. From the photographs a correlation of 
the time average maximum jet penetration was developed. This correlation is 
presented in Figure 3.1 along with data by Margason [362 . An important 
observation arising from' this study is the extreme unsteadiness of the 
opposing jet flow and the large scale of the fluctuations present. 
The second experimental investigation was conducted in a low speed 
induction tunnel using two small scale engine nacelle models with target 
reversers mounted side by side. Each inlet was instrumented with a nickel 
resistance grid to measure instantaneous average temperature. The testing 
indicated that with the reversers pitched to 30 degrees on the model studied 
(which was basically the same as that on the C-141), no ingestion occurred 
below jet-to-freestream velocity ratios of about 70. The results also show 
that simply rotating the thrust reversers through an angle was not sufficient 
to properly deflect the flow upwards, and that significant spillage of the 
flow vertically occurred. 
A subsequent study of jet impingement on curved surfaces was con­
ducted at Vanderbilt University by Edmondson [37]. In this study, investi­
gation was made of the flow field produced by the impingement of a 3 inch 
jet on a family of elliptical two-dimensional surfaces, all having a uniform 
width of 4 inches but with depths ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 inches. Oil 
streak photographs were taken and it was observed that regardless of the 
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FIGURE 3.1i - JET PENETRATION CORRELATION 
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depth of the reverser, the flow angles at corresponding points on separate 
surfaces were essentially the same; indicating that increasing thrust 
reverser depth does not necessarily eliminate spillage. A mapping of the 
velocity field along the edges of the 2.0 inch deep surface revealed that 
the maximum wall jet velocity at the surface edge varied only moderately 
over the entire perimeter. The thickness of the wall jet, however, generally 
increased with axial distance from the stagnation point. Since spillage is 
an undesirable result, this brief study suggests that means other than in­
creasing the reverser depth must be employed to reduce it. It raises the 
possibility that perhaps a curved splitter surface, which would turn and 
channel the flow without allowing a stagnation bubble to develop, offers 
a potential means for reducing this unwanted effect. 
Another research project, a preliminary investigation of the temperature 
field produced by a hot opposing jet at various angles and jet-to-freestream 
velocity ratios, has been conducted by Harris [38) using a 1/8 inch jet 
located within a 12 inch diameter, 50 mph induction wind tunnel. One 
interesting result of this study is the strong similarity in the near field (five 
to ten jet diameters) between the temperature in the presence of an external 
freestream and that resulting from testing in still air. It appears that the 
region near the jet exit plane is substantially shielded from the far field flow 
and for practical purposes acts as a stagnant air region. 
It was concluded from all this work that while the TRPP concept has 
promise, a conventional target thrust reverser is not suitable and a new 
bucket design is required. It also became apparent that better knowledge 
of the nature of the flow in the impingement region on highly curved .surfaces 
is necessary before a proper thrust reverser contour can be found. And 
further, it was demonstrated that an understanding of the characteristics 
of a hot jet in the presence of an opposing free stream together with inlet 
suction must be gained before a successful thrust reverser can be devised. 
The present program is based largely upon these conclusions. 
4. PROGRAM OBTECTIVES 
The program is broken down into two major sub-divisions; the 
Opposing let Study and the Impinging Jet Study. The objective of the 
Opposing let Study is to answer the question: Under what dynamic and 
geometric conditions will the reversed flow be ingested into the engine 
inlet? Likewise, the Impinging let Study objective is to answer the 
question: How can a thrust reverser surface be tailored to deflect the 
exhaust flow at a prescribed orientation with respect to the engine inlet? 
Hopefully, the Opposing let Study will help identify ingestion-free exhaust 
jet orientations and geometries and the Impinging let Study will help develop 
the impingement surfaces needed to tailor and project the jet in the desired 
direction. 
The program, while strongly influenced by the potential of the TRPP 
concept, is not limited in the applicability of its results to this newly 
proposed technique. And-while the emphasis is placed on STOL applications 
with wing mounted engine configurations, the results are also applicable 
to conventional aircraft having similar designs. 
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5. OPPOSING lET STUDY 
The Opposing let Study is primarily experimental although parallel. 
analytical programs supporting the experimental work are also being con­
ducted. The study is divided into two separate, but related investigations: 
1) the case of two hot reversed jets in the presence of 
a freestream and a model engine nacelle with inlet 
flow, and 
2) 	 the case -of a hot, opposing two-dimensional jet in 
the presence of an inlet sink and a freestream. 
The former program relates to.more conventional nacelle/target thrust 
reverser configurations; the latter applies approximately to cascade thrust 
reversers and more exactly to the blown flap/reverser concept discussed 
briefly in section 2.4. In both investigations the effect of the exhaust 
jet pitch angle is studied, but numerous other variables are also included. 
5.1 THE BASIC LITERATURE 
Prior to the investigation, a review of the literature has been made 
to determine the status of more fundamental work with subsonic free air jets 
in low speed opposing air streams. The results of this review have been of 
limited value to the study. There are essentially no relevant experimental 
data available, except for the work. by Ivanov [39 ] . There are the papers by 
Heyser and Maurer on two-dimensional jets at freestream Mach Numbers of 
0.6 to 2.8 [40], the work by Vulis and Leont'yeva on round jets [41] which 
was done at low subsonic velocities and at jet-to-freestream velocity ratios 
of between two and three, and the more recent study by Margasoii [363 
on round jets at velocity ratios up to about five, but since the actual free­
stream velocities are very low and the velocity ratios of interest lie between 
10 and 100, and since both temperature and velocity d'ata are necessary before 
any real understanding of the problem is possible, the'se latter papers are of 
only marginal value. Only the paper by Ivanov covers velocity ratios of 
interest (10 and 20) and provides test data for both round and two-dimensional 
jets. Yet the information provided is still quite limited. There have been 
several analytical investigations of the jet penetration problem [42, 43, 44] 
all involving the somewhat doubtful assumption that the resulting flow field 
is incompressible and irrotational. Various semi-empirical methods have 
been used with some success to correlate the results of these studies with 
test data. However, again the correlations are available only for relatively 
small values of the velocity ratio. 	 1 
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5.2 MODEL NACELLE STUDY 
Here, study is made of the flow field near a single fan jet-engine 
operating'with thrust reversed and in the presence of an external freestream. 
Of special significance to the study is the well known fact that at even 
moderate reverser turning angles, the Coanda Effect can cause attachment 
of the hot reversed flow to the engine nacelle with engine ingestion the 
ultimate result. This attachment has been a limiting factor in past attempts 
to increase reverser effectiveness. It is known, however, that jet-wall 
attachment can be reduced or avoided if the jet origin is moved sufficiently 
far from the wall [45 ] . Clearly this concept, if applied to STOL aircraft 
will involve larger target thrust reverser buckets than for conventional 
design. However, since the pay-offis so great, it is felt that this con­
cept even with the associated reverser size increase must be given serious 
consideration. Thus in the Model Nacelle Study the assumption is made 
that jet nacelle attachment must be avoided at all costs. This clearly has 
influenced the choice of the test variables, particularly the location of the 
exhaust jet relative to the inlet. 
In effect this assumption allows attention to be focused on far field 
injection and on means to prevent or minimize it. The problem of cross 
ingestion is not believed to be too important due to the clustered engine 
design of current STOL concepts and is ignored for the purposes of this study. 
Airframe-ground interaction ingestion can and will be simulated approximately 
by later addition of wings and other aerodynamic surfaces adjacent to the 
model nacelle. 
5.2.1 Experimental Investigation 
5.2.1.1 Test Apparatus 
The model nacelle experimental investigation has been conducted 
within a forty-inch square, low turbulence, variable speed, induction wind 
tunnel having a maximum velocity of approximately 35 feet per second. 
Pictures of this facility are presented in Figures 5.la and 5. lb. A gas 
generator system providing the model nacelle inlet suction and exhaust 
flow is also utilized. This system is composed of a single 1.2 hp Clement 
centrifugal compressor, Model H.P., mounted in series with two 17,000 
rpm, 1 h.p. Lamb Electric centrifugal blowers, Model 115330, mounted in 
parallel, and an electrical resistance heating section. The heating section 
is wired so that power can be supplied at two, four, six and eight kw levels. 
Both blower systems can be operated at two speeds. Thus air is available 
at a large number of flow rates and temperature combinations. The air is 
metered in a one-dimensional flow section by measuring both the static and 
total pressure and the temperature. A view of the gas generator system which 
is mounted beneath the wind tunnel is shown in the lower part of Figure 5. lc. 
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The model nacelle which is shown in Figures 5 . Id and 5. 1e is 
made of wood and has an aspect ratio of 2.3 and a maximum diameter of 
2-15/16 inches. The inlet diameter is 1.5 inches. The model is mounted 
2 inches above the wind tunnel floor. Air is drawn into the model inlet 
and passes down and out of the tunnel through the gas generator system, 
re-enters the tunnel, and Is exhausted at velocities up to 400 feet per 
second from a pair of 19 mm glass jets which simulate the efflux from a 
generalized target thrust reverser system. The choice of the jets, rather 
than actual model target reversers was made largely because of the need 
for accurately controlling the orientation of the jet exhaust. The entire 
model is constructed so that: 
1) 	 it can be rotated in the tunnel to simulate the effects 
of a crosswind, 
2) 	the jets can be translated allowing the reverser-inlet 
spacing to be varied, 
3) 	 the jet tubes can be rotated in their sockets allowing 
the turning angle to be changed, 
4) 	 the jet pitch angle can be varied by using several 
different pairs of jets. 
In addition, simulated aerodynamic surfaces can also be positioned near the 
model. Thus the model has considerable versatility. 
There have been some problems with the model nacelle. Perhaps 
the most frustrating has been accurately and symmetrically positioning the 
jets at the desired turning angle. This has been overcome by use of 
different templates fitted over the nacelle and against which the jets are 
aligned. Another problem is the jet exit velocity profile which ideally 
should be either uniform or symmetrical and fully developed turbulent. 
In reality neither profile is available, the latter especially, because of 
the bend in the tube immediately before the jet exits. Considerable effort 
was expended to make the profile more uniform or at least symmetrical. 
Various combinations of screens and converging sections were tried and 
while favorable modifications were achieved, the resulting compromises 
in the model geometric parameters were not felt justifiable. A series of 
free jet velocity profiles in still air at eight jet diameters from the exit 
was obtained using a straight tube and one with a ninety degree bend 
(zero pitch). 
Comparison showed that there was a basic similarity in the two 
sets of data, although the straight pipe profile was narrower and faster 
than the ninety degree bend profile. An in situ calibration of the jet flow 
rates showed that the assumption of one-dimensional flow through the 
metering section and the jets results in a mean velocity error of about two 
percent. Thus it was decided to proceed without any flow modifications 
L6
 
and to accept the distorted velocity profile even though it does vary a 
maximum of 15 percent about the mean. . Since the distortions due to the 
ninety degree bend should be greater than for those jets having positive 
pitch, it was decided-to ignore the problem for all the jets; 
5.2.1.2 Test Instrumentatioh 
The instrumentation on the-model is simple. A 2 mil, nickel wire, 
resistance thermometer grid is mounted in the. inlet and measures the average 
temperature as a function of time. In practice, an inlet temperature variation 
causes a change in the grid resistance, unbalancing a bridge circuit in com­
bination with a battery. The resulting voltage variation is recorded on 
Honeywell visicorder, recording oscillograph. Also an oscilloscope is used 
for visual observation of the inlet temperature variations. These instruments 
are visible in the upper right side of Figure 5. Ic. The time constant of the 
resistance thermometer- is in the range from 5 to 10 milliseconds depending 
on 	the inlet velocity. A truly instantaneous measurement is not available. 
Besides the inlet temperature instrumentation, a flow visualization 
system has also been utilized. This system introduces a mixture of anhydrous 
ammonia and sulphur dioxide into the air stream in the gas generator. The 
resulting chemical reaction produces ammonium sulphite in the form of dense 
white smoke. The smoke thus makes visible the flow field produced by the 
jets. This in turn is photographed in both plan and elevation views of the 
model. 
5 i 2.1.3 Test Procedure 
In both the inlet temperature and the flow visualization tests, the 
procedure for steady state operation is basically the same. This procedure 
is listed below: 
1) 	The desired test conditions are established, i.e. 
values for the jet pitch angle., turning angle, cross­
wind angle, inlet/reverser spacing, jet-to-freestream 
velocity ratio, and jet temperature are selected. 
Where appropriate the smoke generator is turned on. 
2) The actual test conditions are measured and the 
inlet temperature response is recorded or the flow 
field photographed. 
3) 	A new test condition is selected, proper adjustments 
made, the system is allowed to come to equilibrium 
and the process is repeated. 
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Some transient tunnel run down testing, roughly simulating aircraft landing­
roll, has also been conducted using the flow visualization technique. The 
procedure is the same as that with steady-state testing, except the data 
are taken as the flow in the tunnel decelerates. Both still and motion 
pictures have been taken. 
5.2.1.4 Range of Test Variables 
Due to the very large number of test parameters, it has not been 
practical in most cases to take more than two values of each variable. 
Also, because the inlet-reverser spacing ratio could not be varied more 
than about 35 percent of the nacelle length, it was decided to test at just 
one spacing. Even with these limitations, this still resulted in a total 
of 24 tests. Listed below are the values of the test parameters chosen. 
Parameter Test Values 
Jet-to-Freestream Velocity 
Ratio 12 and 21 
Pitch Angle 00 and 300 
Turning Angle 1650 
1500 
1350 
Zero 
} Pitch 
Angle 
1800 
1650 
1500 
300} Pitch 
Angle 
Crosswind Angle 00 and 300 
5.2.1.5 Test Results 
A summary of the results of the testing is presented in Figure 5.2. 
Study of the data reveals that with no crosswind and no positive pitch and 
so long as attachment is avoided, the exhaust jet is nicely deflected away 
from the nacelle with a negligible mean temperature rise and with fluctuations 
of no more than 5 or 60F. This is illustrated in more detail in Figures 5.3a,b 
and 5.4a,b. * However, for a turning angle of 1650 significant attachment 
occurs with a correspondingly large mean temperature rise and very large, 
rapid temperature fluctuations as demonstrated in Figures 5.3c and 5 .4c. 
*It should be noted that the temperature plots presented have been obtained 
by manually tracing the visicorder output. The mean temperature rises are 
listed in Figure 5.2. 
rigu?". 2 rM IM O1EST rLULTY 
(VR) 
*iet-to- (a1 ) (a2) (a3) 
Test *Jet *Jet Freestream Pitch Turning Crosswind Jet/Inlet Mean Maximum 
Condition Temp Velocity Velocity Angle Angle Angle Spacing Temp Fluctuations 
Number (OF) (ft/sec) Ratio (Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees) (Inches) (0F) (0F) 
+
1 275 330 21. 30 150 0 6.25 ng 2 
2 345 201 12 150 ng 2 
3' 275 330 21 165 ng 3 
4 345 201 12 165 ng 2 
5 275 330 21 180 ng 6 
6 345 201 12 180 ng 7 
7 275 330 21 150, '30 ng 2 
8 345 201 12 150 ng 4 
9 275 330 21 165 ng 5 
10 345 201 12 165 ng 3 
11 275 330 21 180 ng 2 
12 345 201 12 180 ng 2 
13 275 330 21 0 135 0 ng 2 
14 345 201 12 135 ng 5 
15 275 330 21 150 ng 4 
16 345 201 12 150 3 3 
17 275 330 21 165 11 13 
18 345 201 12 165 8 24 
19 275 330 21 135 30 2 9 
20 345 201 12 135 2 14 
21 275 330 21 150 5 10 
22 345 201 12 150 10 20
 
23 275 330 21 165 14 14
 
24 345 201 12 165 11 24
 
*Since the jet temperature, the jet static and total pressure, and the tunnel static pressure varied 
slightly during the testing,small fluctuations about the nominal conditions occurred occasionally. 
The resulting fluctuations in the velocity ratio were no more than 5%, the fluctuations in jet 
temperature were less than 8 0 F. The tabulated results refer then to the nominal values. 
+Due to changing ambient temperatures during the testing there is an uncertainty of approximately 20 F 
in the mean temperature rise. Thus when the temperature rise is less than this amount it is listed 
as negligible or ng. 
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It is shown in Figure 5.2 that with 300 positive pitch and no cross­
wind, the mean temperature rise for turning angles of 1500 and 165' is also 
negligible and that the temperature fluctuations are only slightly less than 
those with zero pitch. This is also illustrated in more detail in Figures 
5.4d,e and 5.Sa,b. However, when the turning angle is 1800 moderate 
temperature fluctuations do occur, (see Figure 5.5c), particularly at a 
velocity ratio of 12 when the maximum penetration point lies very close 
to the inlet as illustrated in Figure 5.4f . 
Under conditions of 300 crosswind and no positive pitch, Figure 5.2 
shows a significant mean temperature rise and large fluctuations for turning 
angles of 150 and 165'. This is further demonstrated in Figures 5.6b,c 
and 5.7bc. It appears from Figures 5.6a and 5.7a that so long as the 
windward exhaust tends to be deflected by the freestream away from the inlet 
there is only a negligible mean temperature rise, although occasional 
fluctuations are present. However, when the windward jet is directly 
opposed to the freestream or is deflected toward the inlet, significant 
ingestion occurs. The leeward Jet is seen to contribute negligibly to in­
gestion except at very large turning angles where nacelle attachment occurs. 
In the case of 300 crosswind and 30" positive pitch, Figure 5.2 
shows a minor amount of Ingestion at all turning angles. This is further 
illustrated in Figures 5.7d,e,f and 5.8a,b,c. It appears then that even 
though beyond a certain turning angle the windward jet is deflected by the 
freestream toward the inlet, the vertical component of the Jet motion is 
sufficient to prevent a significant amount of ingestion. 
It should be mentioned that a brief investigation of the effects on 
ingestion of the vertical location of the jet exhaust was made in the case of 
300 positive pitch. It was found that with the jet exit at the nacelle center­
line, the results with and without a crosswind were quite similar to those 
previously discussed, although at the largest turning angles mean ingestion 
temperature rises were slightly greater. It appears that the vertical motion 
of the jet assists in preventing nacelle attachment and thus the effect of 
positive pitch is beneficial regardless of the location of the jet exhaust. 
An interesting result which is evident from Figure 5.2, is that the 
fluctuations especially where significant tend to be greater at the lower 
velocity ratios. This suggests that when the Maximum Penetration Point of 
the Jet lies closest to the Inlet, the greatest ingestion occurs. As it moves 
further ahead at the larger velocity ratios less ingestion occurs. Hence as 
an aircraft decelerates it appears that there is a critical maximum ingestion 
condition reached as the velocity ratio increases, and once past this critical 
condition the ingestion would become less serious. In the extreme limit 
this is substantiated, at least qualitatively, by the fact that C-141 pilots 
routinely back their aircraft up using thrust reversers with no ingestion 
problem. 
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In summary it is apparent from the test data that the advantages of 
TRPP are not great so long as no crosswind is present. However, in the 
presence of a crosswind, far field ingestion will quickly occur without 
TRPP.- Thus since a crosswind will inevitably be present and since even 
modest crosswind velocities can produce significant crosswind angles due 
to the low aircraft ground speeds involved, there is a decided advantage 
demonstrated in pitching the exhaust jet up. 
5.2.2 Analytical Investigation 
The objective of the analysis has been to provide a basis for 
understanding the physical processes at work during reverse thrust operation 
and to develop a means for predicting the flow fields generated. At the 
heart of the analysis is answering the question: For given geometric, 
dynamic and external conditions does inlet ingestion occur ? While the 
further question: If so, how much ? is of ultimate interest, it is not clear 
at the present time that a realistic analysis can be developed to answer 
this latter question in general. However, there is reason to believe that 
in certain limiting conditions this .question can be resolved. 
A simplified sketch of the flow field generated with zero.crosswind 
during reversethrust operation of a single engine nacelle using target 
reversers is presented in Figure 5 .9. The flow field induced by the inlet 
is basically potential; that generated by the reversed jet flow is highly 
turbulent. It is important to note that the flow field presented in the sketch 
is moving in a coordinate, system which is undergoing a substantial accel­
eration. Thus the assumption that a steady-state analysis will be adequate 
is questionable. Nevertheless, a steady-state analysis is logically the 
first step. In what follows the steady-state assumption is made because 
the testing is done under steady-state conditions and because, clearly, 
such an analysis is much simpler than a transient analysis. A verification 
of the steady-state assumption will be necessary before the analysis can 
be applied to decelerating aircraft. 
The basic concept of the analytical investigation was originally 
that when the efflux from the reversers enters or comes close to the inlet 
flow field, exhaust ingestion will occur. There is some question, however, 
whether this concept is too stringent. Since the hot, high velocity, 
turbulent reversed jet clearly entrains the cooler low energy freestream 
air, it is possible that the deflected jet can enter and leave the inlet flow 
field without any hot air being ingested into the inlet. This idea is 
illustrated in Figure 5.10; Thus it appears more accurate to assume 
that if the Maximum Penetration Point (MPP)lies outside the pre-entry
 
stream tube surface, even though the jet passes through the surface, no
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ingestion will occur. However, if the Maximum Penetration Point occurs­
inside the surface then ingestion will occur. In the latter case the 
implied assumption is made that after the jet flow passes through the 
Maximum Penetration Point it has lost so much of its momentum that it 
behaves essentially as the surrounding freestream flow. 
An additional complication which must ultimately be dealt with is 
the extreme unsteadiness associated with the opposing jet flow field. 
Motion pictures of the model nacelle tests indicate the presence of high 
frequency fluctuations of a very large magnitude. Thus time average pre­
dictions of the Maximum Penetration Point can result in misleading results 
since the instantaneous inlet temperature rise and its derivative, not the 
average temperature, are responsible for engine stall. This problem can 
perhaps be later dealt with through some statistical study of test data or 
through a semi-empirical correlation of the kinetic energy of turbulence 
with eddy size. At this time, however, incorporation into the analysis 
of the effects of fluctuations in the flow field has not been accomplished. 
Once the analytical model is defined, further simplifications are 
necessary. In particular, some assumptions must be made concerning how 
the inlet flow field and the deflected jet trajectory are to be determined. 
The problem basically is dealing with the mutual interactions of these two 
flow fields. Now, at various inlet-to-freestream velocity ratios the pre­
entry stream tube will appear qualitatively as shown in Figure 5 .11. 
While the last two geometries are representative of the last stages of braking, 
their occurrence is at or near a complete standstill. Hence configuration 
(c) is much more representative of the low speed operation. With this in 
mind, it seems justifiable to assume that the flow field external to the aft 
region of the nacelle and into which the reversed flow is exhausted is 
basically that of a uniform freestream. Conveniently, then the empirical 
correlation of the penetration of a round turbulent opposing jet which is 
presented in Figure 2.3, can be used to determine the Maximum Penetration 
Point. 
Now with regard to the effects on the inlet flow field of the opposing 
jet; recent flow visualization data [33 ] indicate that there is a compensating 
variation in the entrainment of the freestream into the reversed jet over a 
variety of jet-to-freestream velocity ratios which prevents any appreciable 
deflection of the external flow. The data shows that at an upstream distance 
as small as 1/4 of the local jet diameter, the external flow is basically 
parallel. Thus it appears reasonable to assume that the overall flow field, 
and especially the inlet flow field, are uninfluenced by the reversed jet. 
FIGURE 5. 11 BLOW PATTERNS-INLET 
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These assumptions which allow the uncoupling of the mutual 
interactions of the inlet and reversed flow fields, provide a great simpli 
fication to the mathematical model and at the same time they should not 
too seriously compromise the accuracy of the analysis. The problem 
then is reduced to: 
1) 	locating the Maximum Penetration Point by means 
of the jet penetration correlation, 
2) 	 computing the inlet flow field, and 
3) 	 checking to see if the Maximum Penetration Point 
lies inside or outside the pre-entry stream tube. 
The geometry of the ,problem which is presented in Figure 5.12 is not 
simple, primarily because of the upward velocity component given the 
reversed exhaust. Examination of Figure 5.12 reveals the presence of 
three coordinate systems; a 3-dimensional cartesian system used to 
define the jet exit location, an axisymmetric cylindrical system with its 
origin at the engine inlet, and a 2-dimensional cartesian system lying 
in the "Jet Plane". The "Jet Plane" physically is that in which the 
centerline of the deflected jet lies. It is defined by two vectors; the 
freestream velocity vector and the jet velocity vector. Thus, it is in 
this plane that the jet penetration correlation applies, and in this plane 
in which the Maximum Penetration Point lies. Since the inlet flow field 
is axisymmetric, only the radial and axial coordinates of the Maximum 
Penetration Point must be determined before the question of whether this 
point lies inside or outside the pre-entry stream tube can be answered. 
If it is assumed, for simplicity and because the test data warrants it, 
that the Maximum penetration Point lies on an extension of the jet axis, 
then the following relations can be easily derived for the radial and axial 
coordinates of point P 
mpp 
R FR' + Q2 + 2Q (Y. cos + Z. sinP) I (5.1)mpp L ] mpp mpp I I _J 
X- =X.-P 
rnpp j mpp (5.2)
v.94 
where: Q 
mpp 
2.97 1 tan 0 (1-.734 sin'5Pp = Q cote 
mnpp mpp 
1_ tan al 
cos cosa.cos =tan F 
2j' LSi1nO 2 
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Once the Maximum Penetration Point is defined, the next problem 
is to locate the pre-entry stream tube surface. Unfortunately, while this 
is simple conceptually and certainly can be accomplished, at this writing­
a completely satisfactory calculation of this surface has not been com­
pleted. The reason for this is that the two techniques chosen for 
developing the inlet flow field, which respectively involve: 
1) 	a combination of a freestream, a source disc 
and a sink disc, and 
2) 	a combination of a freestream, a sink disc and 
a line source, have not generated realistic 
nacelle surfaces. 
While it is believed that the far field inlet flow is not influenced appre­
ciably by the details of this surface, so long as it roughly approximates 
an actuar nacelle, the surfaces generated so far by these'two methods 
have been so unrepresentative of real engine nacelles that the results 
obtained frbm them are not felt to be useful. Therefore, they will either 
have to be significantly modified or perhaps abandoned. A potential 
alternative method which will involve considerable effort -but will produce 
proven results is to utilize the Douglas-Nauman Potential Flow Computer 
Program [461 . The major problem is that this program is not presently 
available at the Vanderbilt Computer Center. 
5.3 OPPOSING TWO-DIMENSIONAL JET STUDY 
5.3.1 Experimental Investigation 
The Two-Dimensional Jet Study is to be conducted within the same 
wind tunnel as the Model Nacelle Study and will utilize the same gas 
generator system. A schematic view of the two-dimensional jet model is 
presented in Figure 5.13 and a photograph is shown in Figure 5. If. The 
model spans the entire width of the tunnel; this is necessary to insure the 
two-dimensionality of the flow. The jet exhaust slot thickness is 
nominally 0.1 inches and the inlet width is 0.2 inches. Because of the 
flow capacity limitations of the blower system, the model will operate at 
jet velocities of about 100 ft/sec. The test parameters include the jet 
pitch angle (with values of 300, 450, 600, and 900), the jet-inlet spacing, 
the jet-td-freestream velocity ratio and the jet temperature. The model 
can also be tested with or without inlet suction. This latter capability 
will allow generation of an empirical correlation of the jet penetration 
characteristics for the two-dimensional jets analogous to that shown in 
Figure 2.3. This correlation is needed in the analysis. 
FIGURE5.13 - TWO-DIMENSIONAL lET APPARATUS 
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The principal data to be. obtained are the local, instantaneous 
temperatures, and velocities in the vicinity of the opposing jet. A highly 
responsive temperature compensated Thermo Systems, Inc. hot wire 
anemometer model 1330 is to be used for this prupose. By changing the 
circuitry of this system the probe can be made to operate either as an 
anemometer or a resistance thermometer. Thus near simultaneous collection 
of temperature and velocity data is possible. The smoke generating system 
will also be used in these tests to provide flow visualization information. 
Also planned in this study is a correlation of the results of the 
testing with that of the analysis presented in section $ .3.2. 
5.3.2 Analytical .Investigation 
The two-dimensional iilet/opposing jet analysis has the same goal 
as, and is similar in many respects to, the axisymmetric inlet/opposing 
jet analysis presented in section 5.2.2. However; because of the simpler 
geometry, the mathematical model is not so complicated. The flow field 
is basically a combination of the potential flow induced by the inlet and 
the freestream and that due to the opposing turbulent jet. The same 
assumptions and simplifications discussed previously are applied; 
especially that concerning the-uncoupling of the inlet flow effects on the 
jet and vice versa. Thus the problem reduces to: 
1) locating, the Maximum Penetration Point, 
2) computing the inlet flow field, 
3) checking to see if the Maximum Penetration 
Point lies inside or outside the pre-entry 
stream surface. 
As mentioned previously, a correlation of the two-dimensional jet pene­
tration characteristics is necessary before the Maximum Penetration Point 
can be located. This will be obtained from the testing of the two-dimendional 
jet. 
The inlet flow field will be calqulated using the following analysis: 
Consider the potential flow field produced by a rectangular duct which 
faces toward a uniform freestream flow at velocity -U. and which in still 
air ingests-fluid at unit velocity. A sketch of the mathematical situation 
is presented in Figure 5.14. Now since the flow is potential, the stream 
functions of the uniform flow and the inlet flow can be added to get the 
combined flow stream function. Hence 
+Tcomb = Tfreestream 'inlet (5.3) 
+YI
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FIGURE 5. 14 - TWO-DIMENSTIONAL INLET/FREESTREAM FLOW MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
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Now MJY 	 (5.4) 
-freestream 
and the following relations [47 I govern the inlet flow field 
-4 
X = e cos T. -0. 	 (5.5) 
1.- 1 
Y= e -isin 71 -'1I 	 (5.6) 
where 0.1 is the inlet flow velocity potential. 
We seek the boundary of the pre-entry stream surface. Since the induced 
velocity in the duct is -(I + U.) and: the duct half width is TT, clearly the 
value of ' along the pre-entry stream surface must be -(I + U.) T. Hence 
the problem becomes that of finding the X and Y coordinates of the 
pre-entry stream surface subject to the conditions, 
-(I 	 + U) T = -U.Y+V i0(, Y) (5.7) 
where X =e 
-0 
cos.-¢. 
1 1 
(5.8) 
Y =e sin T.'-1 T.1 (5.9) 
A method of solution is as follows: 
1) 	For a given U choose a value of '.T 
co 	 1 
2) 	 Increment 0i, until Y is such that the governing 
equation is satisfied, then also calculate X 
3) 	 Pick a new value of T. and continue the process.
1 
Once the above steps are completed, it should be a simple matter 
to determine whether the maximum penetration point lies inside or outside 
the pre-entry stream surface. 
5.4 PROPOSED AND PLANNED FURTHER WORK 
There are a number of problems which suggest themselves as fruitful 
areas for further investigation'. They are as follows: 
1) 	A study of the effects on ingestion of adjacent 
aerodynamic surfaces. The present model nacelle 
with minor modifications can be used to obtain 
the required data. 
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2) 	 A study of means for separating jets off of solid 
boundaries in the presence of an opposing free­
stream. This is particularly important for Cascade 
thrust reversers and can be conducted as an extension 
of the present two-dimensional jet study. 
3) 	 Development of a better means for calculating the 
axially symmetric inlet flow field. It may turn out 
to be most efficient to have this work completed 
using the Lewis Research Center Computer since 
the Douglas-Neuman Potential Flow Program is 
available and operating there. 
4) 	 A study of the characteristics of fluctuations in the 
opposing jet. This is a vital step toward an ultimate, 
realistic mathematical solution of the ingestion flow 
field. Again, the two-dimensional opposing jet study 
provides a logical starting .point since the hot wire 
system .already in use is well suited for the study of 
turbulent fluctuations. 
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6. IMPINGING JET STUDY 
The second major area of study is the impingement of jets on 
deflectors of various shapes. The work is divided into an analytical 
investigation and an experimental verification of the analysis. The 
solutions devloped here will be used for the prediction of performance 
and optimization of design of target thrust reversers. 
6.1 LITERATURE SURVEY 
A literature search failed to produce any past research involving 
jets impinging on curved surfaces. Some work has been done with jets 
impinging on flat surfaces. Y. C. Shen [48 ] presented a method .for 
analyzing a potential axisymmetric jet impinging normally on a flat surface, 
but he had some difficulty determining the location of the freestream 
boundary. T. Strand [49 ] used conformal mapping techniques to study 
two-dimensional jets in close proximity to the ground. W. G. Brady and 
G. Ludwig [50, 51] used a vortex sheet model to analytically study uniform 
and non-uniform axisynmetric impinging jets. W. Schach [52] used an 
integral method and solved for the round jet boundary by successive 
approximations. L. M. Milne-Thomson [53] gives an exact solution for 
the two-dimensional jet impinging on a flat surface using the complex 
potential. 
A common problem evident in all of these papers is the inability to 
locate the freestream boundary except in a few simple cases or by pure 
chance. However, the method proposed by Shen for determining the free 
boundary location shows considerable promise and is the basis of one of 
the methods developed here. 
6.2 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 
The purpose of the analytical study is to develop a method for pre­
dicting the flow field and reverse thrust produced by the impingement of a 
jet on a curved surface. The program began with the development of analytical 
solutions for the simple two-dimensional cases of a round jet impinging on 
a hemispherical surface and a radial plane jet impinging on a cylindrical 
surface. The investigation was then extended to numerical studies of a 
plane jet impinging on other two-dimensional curved surfaces which are more 
practical as thrust reversers. The analysis is based on the assumptions of 
incompressible,inviscid and irrotational flow. In practice the first of these 
assumptions causes minor error since the exit jet Mach numbers encountered 
in STOL aircraft engines are not large, but the inviscid irrotational flow 
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assumption is somewhat questionable. Therefore, experimental verification 
of the analysis was felt to be necessary. Thus solutions for several of 
the above cases were compared to experimental data which was obtained as 
part of this overall program. 
6.2.1 let Impingement on a Curved Surface* 
Consider a two-dimensional jet flowing radially from a nozzle and 
impinging on a cylindrical surface as shown in Figure 6.1. The point CC is 
the center of curvature of the deflector. Radial distances are specified by 
the dimensionless variable il defined as the distance of a point from the 
center of curvature divided by the radius of curvature of the deflector. The 
angular location of a point, 0 , is measured counterclockwise from the jet 
symmetry plane in radians. The jet is symmetrical about a plane normal 
to the page which passes through the points A and B so that solutions 
need be carried out for only half of the jet. The line AE represents the 
jet exit. The velocity of the jet has uniform magnitude and radial direction 
at that location. The fine ED represents the boundary between the jet 
and the undisturbed fluid. 
The assumption of inviscid flow of the jet implies that viscous 
forces are small compared to inertia and pressure forces. Inviscid flow can 
usually be considered as irrotational. Solutions of this type flow are con­
veniently obtained in terms of the velocity potential 0 which is related to 
the fluid velocity vector V by 
V = grad 0= V 0 (6.1) 
If the condition of irrotationality is applied to the velocity potential 
definition, the result is the well known Laplace equation 
12 o 
A dimensionless velocity potential may be defined by 
0 
vt
VtR
where R is the impingement surface radius of curvature and V, is the 
*The following discussion,while not strictly applicable to all the cases 
investigated, presents the common salient features of jet impingement on 
curved surfaces together with an explanation of the boundary conditions 
that must be satisfied by the analysis. 
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velocity. The non-dimensional velocity potential also satisfies Laplace's 
equation 
V2 0 = 0 (6.2) 
It should be noted that two-dimensional potential flow problems 
may also be obtained in terms of the stream function which is defined 
(in cartesian coordinates) by the equations 
U =- and V 6­
where U and V are the X and Y components of velocity respectively. 
The stream function also satisfies Laplace's equation 
v2 = 0 (6.3) 
The streamlines and isopotential lines are normal at all points in the flow 
field. 
The decision was made to obtain solutions in terms of 0 rather 
than 'Y primarily due to the fact that the velocity potential still retains its 
usefulness for three-dimensional problems while the stream function is 
strictly a two-dimen'sional concept. A complete solution is obtained by 
determining the potential function 0 which satisfies equation (6.2) in the 
region shown in Figure 6.1 and satisfies all the required boundary conditions. 
Equation (6.1) can then be used to determine the velocity at any point and the 
static pressure P may be calculated from Bernoulli's equation 
s 
P + 1/2 pV2 = const. (6.4) 
The boundary conditions which must be satisfied are the following: 
1) The jet velocity is uniform along AE . With the 
jet velocity arbitrarily set equal to unity this 
condition may be expressed mathematically as 
Iv (0 < e < ., w=m) 
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2) The deflector surface is impermeable. Thus 
S 0(< 6 < e, = 
3) There is no flow across the symmetry plane 
= 0 < 'n < 1 0) 
4) The boundary condition at the plane DC depends 
on the specification of the problem. In some cases 
the deflector is considered to continue past ee and, 
the exit angle is specified large enough so 
that the flow can be assumed parallel to the 
deflector at thai location. This requires that 
6 .=0 Te<n<10-e)
6 1- -
A more practical statement of the problem is that the 
deflector ends at a fixed value of e. This requires 
that the pressure along CD be equael to ambient 
pressure, i.e. the non-dimensional pressure P is 
equal to zero. The alternate condition is, therefore, 
P= 0 (re< I , e= oe) 
where P is defined as 
S-p
S c 
1 -2IPvt 
P 
Vt 
is the ambient pressure, 
the jet inlet speed., 
p the air density, and 
5) There are two independent boundary conditions which 
must be satisfied along the free boundary ED . The 
first is that this boundary be a streamline which may 
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be stated mathematically as 
0 ( n is the unit vector normal to the 
n free boundary) 
or simply = Vs where Vs is a constant. The 
other condition is that the pressure be equal to the 
ambient pressure. Application of Bernoulli's equation 
indicates that this is equivalent to specifying a constant 
velocity along the streamline. Thus we may specify 
P=0 or at - 1 
along the free streamline. 
The major difficulty in solving this type of problem arises from the 
fact that the location of the free streamline is unknown. The procedure 
used here is to guess the location of the free streamline and carry out the 
solution for the velocity potential satisfying all of the boundary conditions 
listed above for boundaries AB, AE, BC, and CD, and only one of the 
required conditions for the free boundary. The remaining condition is then 
used to determine whether the assumed shape of the free boundary is 
correct. Assuming that condition is not exactly satisfied, the free 
boundary is then adjusted based on the deviation of that condition at 
various points along the curve. This procedure is repeated until a suitable 
solution is obtained. Variations of this method were used for both the 
closed form type of solution and the numerical method. 
6.2.2 Closed Form Solutions 
6.2.2.1 ThePlane Radial Jet 
The first case considered was the impingement of a plane radial 
jet on a cylindrical surface. Laplace's equation expressed in polar 
coordinates in non-dimensional form for this case is 
1,2 _= 260 ,- 1 60 1 . _ 0 (6 .5) 
2r r 2 22 
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The solution, obtained by assuming a product solution, separating 
variables, and solving the resulting ordinary differential equations is: 
0 C (,n+ ,n) cos n e (6.6) 
n=l
 
This equation automatically satisfies the conditions 
(') = 0 and(o) 'al/= =0Be=a0 

It is then necessary to determine the constants C in such a way that the 
remaining boundary conditions are satisfied. These include 
(-") = 1, (-<). =0 , and Y =Y 
1i e along the free boundary. 
(6.7) 
The condition P 0 along the free boundary is used later to determine 
whether the assumed location of the free streamline is correct. 
It is not possible to use Fourier analysis to determine the unknown 
constants because the conditions to be satisfied do not lie along a constant 
coordinate line. Two methods for determining the constants have been tried. 
The first is to satisfy all of the boundary conditions on the average along 
the boundaries. It will be called the potential integral method. The second 
is to satisfy the boundary conditions exactly at a finite number of specified 
points along the boundaries. This is called the point matching method. 
The potential integral method is essentially the same method used by 
Shen [48 ] . It consists of selecting a boundary condition, multiplying 
the mathematical representation of it by an arbitrary function of the inde­
pendent variable, and integrating both sides over the range of applicability 
of the particular boundary condition. By selecting several functions 
(subject to the restriction that they be independent) one obtains as many 
linear algebraic equations as functions used. The set of linear algebraic 
equations derived in this way is solved to determine the unknown constants 
n in the expression for the potential function. C 
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The entire procedure may now be summarized by the following 
steps: 
1) 	Assume a shape for the free streamline. This is 
done by specifying T vs 6 at a selected number 
of values of 0 from 0. to 01- e 
2) 	Solve for the constants C as discussed above. 
3) 	 Calculate the pressure and 
( P )
6n 	)0 = const 
at the selected boundary:points using the-equations 
2. 2 
P~i- ) 1 ~ (6.8) 
and 
2 21 p 2 FO 2 +- 2 2 20 (6 .9 ) 
22 -3 a_2 
BTn b' 1 'ntl'aJ6 
4) 	 Calculate the root mean square pressure along the 
boundary. If it is less than a selected tolerance e 
the location of the freestream boundary is correct and 
the solution is complete. If not proceed to the next 
step. 
5) 	Adjust the location of the boundary points by using a 
correction computed from the equation' 
n= - P/(P/?r) 	 (6.10) 
6) 	Go back to step 2)and continue. 
This' procedure is the basis for all of the analytical solutions and 
is summarized in Figure 6.2. 
The point matching method, is basically the same as the potential 
integral method except for the handling of boundary conditions along the 
boundaries AE, ED, and DC. Instead of satisfying them on the average 
they are satisfied exactly at a finite number of selected points. For 
example the condition V= s is satisfied at a number of specified 
s 
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locations on the free boundary (DE) . The same procedure is used for one 
or more points on the boundaries AE and DC. The result is one linear 
algebraic equation for each point selected. The constants C in equation 
(6.6) are then determined by solving the resulting set of linear algebraic 
equations. The procedure for adjusting the free boundary was the same as 
that used with the .potential integral method. 
It should be noted that neither of the methods described above, gives 
an exact solution because the boundary conditions are not satisfied at all 
points on the boundaries. In theory, one would expect the solution to 
improve as the number of points at which the boundary conditions are 
applied is increased. Using a large number of points leads to a practical 
difficulty however. The magnitude of the constants C is extremely 
large (on the order of 108 to 1015) and increases as the number of 
constants increases. An examination of equation (6.6) shows that the 
0 values, which are of the order of magnitude unity must be computed'by 
summing terms which are on the order of 108 to 1015 . In order to compute 
0 accurate to 1% one ould have to obtain constants with 10 to 17 signifi­
cant figures. The accuracy of Vanderbilt's Sigma 7 computer in the double 
precision mode is about 12 significant figures.-This practical consideration 
makes it impossible to obtain a completely satisfactory solution. 
The overall accuracy of an analytical solution may be judged by 
several factors including the root-mean-square pressure along the free 
boundary and the pressure distribution along the solid surface and along 
the jet centerline. For example, in one case discussed reference [54*, 
a root-mean-square pressure as low as 2% was obtained but the jet 
centerline pressure behaved badly near the jet exit. This indicated that 
the condition B6/ q 1 should be applied at more points along the 
boundary AE . However, when this was done, the magnitude of the 
constants increased to such an extent that the loss of accuracy in the 0 
and pressure calculations made the method of adjusting the free boundary 
unstable. Many different combinations of conditions applied at various 
points on the boundary were tried with varying degrees of success. In 
no case was the solution completely satisfactory. 
It should be mentioned that the major difficulty appeared to be 
confined to the boundary adjustment procedure. This became apparent 
when a solution for the free boundary location obtained by the numerical 
method was used as a first estimate in this program. The resulting velocity 
potential and pressure distribution were quite good but when the boundary 
was adjusted further the solution became Worse. This was apparently due 
to the accuracy problem associated with the boundary adjustment. 
*This work was partially supported by the present investigation. 
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Arrangements were made with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
to run the deck on their CDC 6600 computer which has slightly more 
accuracy than the Sigma 7. One solution was obtained with a root mean 
square boundary pressure of 1.2% but the pressure along the plate behaved 
erratically. The increased accuracy did allow the use of a few additional 
boundary conditions but the overall improvement of the results was small. 
6.2.2.2 The Circular Radial let 
The closed form method of solution discussed above was also 
applied to the case of a circular radial jet impinging on a hemispherical 
surface. The formal solution of the Laplace equation for this case is 
C F n+l 'nn 1-n-l (o 
= n-- n n +w] Pn (cos 6) (6.11) 
when P (cos 6) are Legendre functions. The point matching method wasinn 
used in exactly the same way as for the two-dimensional radial jet. Again, 
the magnitude of the coefficients was extremely large and accuracy problems 
made it impossible to obtain a completely satisfactory solution. 
It is apparent that the closed form method of solution attempted 
here holds little promise due to the size of the coefficients. It also has 
the disadvantage of being limited to extremely simple goemetries such as 
the two considered here. It is, therefore, necessary to resort to a purely 
numerical method of solution to obtain useful results. 
6.2.3 Numerical Solutions 
6.2.3.1 The Plane Radial let 
The numerical method used here is a relaxation solution for the 
velocity potential field applied iteratively as the free boundary is adjusted 
to its correct shape. The procedure will be discussed in some detail for 
the case of a plane radial jet impinging on a cylindrical surface. All of 
the cases handled numerically use the same basic procedure with minor 
modifications. 
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The relaxation method is well known and is discussed in many 
papers including reference [55 . The finite difference forms of the 
equations which-were used in this program are listed in Appendix B. An 
iteration was carried out by proceeding through the entire mesh, point by 
point in a systematic order rather than determining the point with the 
largest residual and relaxing it first. The residual at each point is set 
equal to zero rather than using an "over-relaxation" method as is some­
times done. A schematic of the plane radial jet-cylindrical surface 
problem is shown in Figure 6.3. 
A cylindrical grid is selected with a mesh size small enough to 
produce at least 200 node points. The location of the free streamline is 
assumed and additional node points are located at all intersections of 
grid lines with that boundary. Values of velocity potential are then 
determined at each of the node points on the free boundary. The velocity 
potential is set equal to zero at point D and values of 0 are computed 
at successive points along the boundary by using the-relationship AO/As = 1 
where s is the distance measured along the curve. This is equivalent to 
applying the condition P = 0 along that boundary. The boundary conditions 
along AD, AB, and BC are the finite difference representations of the con­
ditions discussed earlier. The solid surface ends at point C so the 
condition applied along EC is P = 0. This is equivalent to B0/'s = 1 
where s is measured in the direction parallel to the streamlines. 
A relaxation solution is carried out to obtain the velocity potential 
at each node point in the flow field. It then remains to be determined 
whether the free boundary selected is the correct one. The remaining 
condition which must be satisfied at the free boundary is that it be a 
streamline. A necessaary and sufficient condition is that a streamline be 
everywhere normal to lines of constant 0. The method of checking this 
condition may be explained with the aid of Figure 6.4. 
The slope (SI) of the free streamline at point 1 is computed in 
finite difference form. The 0 value at point 1 is then compared to values 
at 2, 3, and 4. It must fall between the values at 2 and 3 or those at 3 
and 4. Linear interpolation is used to locate the point I' which has the 
same value of velocity potential as point 1. The slope (S2) of a line normal 
to the line 1'-1 is computed. If S1 S2 at all points along the free boundary 
the solution is complete. If not the difference in the slopes is used as a 
guide in reshaping the free streamline and the process is repeated until a 
suitable solution is obtained. 
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The computer program was developed in two phases. The first was 
the relaxation solution for a fixed boundary shape and the second was in­
corporation c the method of adjusting the free boundary. Several checks 
were made to insure-that the solution was satisfactory. A criterion for 
sufficient relaxation was determined by carrying out an extremely large 
number of iterations for a fixed boundary shape. A study of the behavior 
of values of velocity potential at individual node points indicated that the 
relaxation was essentially complete when the change in 0 for successive 
iterations was less than .002% for every node point in the grid. The 
necessary number of node points was also determined by successively 
increasing the number of node points and comparing the solutions. It was 
found that about 15 divisions in the n direction and 10 or more divisions 
in the e direction were sufficient. 
The method of adjusting the free boundary was then incorporated in 
the solution procedure. It was found that the boundary shape adjusted in 
an orderly fashion and did not change appreciably after about ten iterations. 
The final solution was checked by plotting isopotential lines and streamlines 
for the entire flow field as well as the pressure distribution along the solid 
surface and jet symmetry line. The results for one case are shown in 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6. A sample of the program listing and output are included 
in Appendix A. The output includes the measurement of the reverse thrust 
produced in terms of a thrust ratio and reverser effectiveness. The thrust 
ratio is taken as the ratio of the change in the axial component of momentum 
of the jet to its momentum at the jet exit. Thus a value of two corresponds 
to complete reversal and a value of one corresponds -tothe jet being diverted 
normal to its axis, Turning effectiveness is defined as the ratio of reverse 
thrust produced to that which would be produced if the direction of the jet 
at the edge of the deflector were parallel to the deflector surface at that point. 
A series of runs was made to investigate the effect of deflector size 
on reverse thrust. For each case the jet exit location was -Tm = .8 and the 
jet half width was 0, = 40. The deflector half-width values 'investigated 
were 0 151, 10, 181, and 60. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.7. 
As the width of the surface is decreased the turning effectiveness drops 
off rapidly due to increased "spillage" of the jet past the plate. 
6.2.3.2 The Circular Radial jet 
A second computer deck was developed for the case of a circular 
radial jet impinging on a hemispherical surface. The only differences 
between this program and that used for the cylindrical, case were geometrical. 
The finite difference equations and boundary conditions were written in 
spherical coordinates for this case but the method of adjusting the boundary 
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was essentially the same. Typical results for this case are given in 
Figure 6.8. This case presented accuracy problems caused by the de­
creasing thickness of the jet as it moves outward over the surface. The 
layer becomes so thin that a very small grid spacing must be used in the 
radial direction in order to have sufficient node points in the region far 
from the jet centerline. This results in an excessive number of grid points 
in the region nearer the jet centerline and results in excessive computer 
time. This problem could be overcome by using a non-uniform grid spacing 
but this refinement has not yet been added since there are no plans to run 
a large number of cases of this type. 
6.2.3.3 The Plane let 
The third'program which was developed was for the case of a plane 
jet impinging on a surface of arbitrary shape. A schematic of this case is 
shown in Figure 6.9. A section of the duct from which the jet is emitted 
is included. The velocity distribution in the duct is specified to be uniform 
at a distance L2 upstream of the exit but may adjust as it moves down­
stream. This is done in an attempt to account for "back pressuring"' effects 
caused by the deflector. The jet impinges on a surface which can have 
arbitrary shape except for the restriction that it be symmetrical about a­
plane passing through the jet centerline and the sign of the second derivative 
be constant, i.e. the curvature must be either concave upward or concave 
downward everywhere. 
Again, the basic procedure is the same. But in this case a 
rectangular grid is used, so Laplace's equation in finite differences form 
is expressed in cartesian coordinates. The arbitrary shape of the solid 
boundary presents a number of problems in handling details of the calcula­
tions near that surface. The boundary condition at the solid surface is 
60/bI = 0 where 'n is measured in a direction normal to that surface. A 
procedure is included in the program which adds additional node points on 
this surface, determines their distance from the node points in the rectangular 
grid, and determines the direction of the normal to the surface at various 
points for any specified- boundary. The method of calculating the pressure at 
the deflector surface is also generalized. The method of determining the 
location of-the free boundary is essentially the same as that used in the two 
previous programs, however. 
The first case investigated was a straight jet impinging on a cylindrical 
surface. This case was selected since it could easily be duplicated experi­
-mentally for the purpose of verifying the analysis. Results for this case and 
comparison with the experimental results are discussed later. The statement 
listing for this program is given in Appendix C. 
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6.2.3.4 The Two-Dimensional Thrust Reverser 
All of the cases considered up to this point-have been somewhat 
academic since the deflectors did not have sufficient curvature to be 
effective as thrust reversers. The next case considered has a shape which 
more closely approximates a target thrust reverser with a splitter surface. 
The results obtained for this case are shown in Figures 6.10. 
Note that the jet centerline is a streamline so there is no flow across 
it. Therefore, this solution also applies to the case of-the deflector 
being extended upward along the centerline, which would approximate the 
flow under a wing with flaps operating as thrust reversers. 
6.2.4 Proposed Additional Work 
Programs have been developed for predicting the flow field and 
pressure distribution in the vicinity of target thurst reversers of various 
shapes. The case of a curved' deflector with a "kicker plate" on the end 
will be investigated. Various shapes and sizes of deflectors will be 
analyzed. 
Work will begin soon on the extension of the programs developed 
here to three-dimensional cases such as the impingement of a circular jet 
on a cylindrical surface. The ultimate goal is the capability of predicting 
the performance of a deflector of any specified shape. 
6.3 	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE TWO-DIMENSION1AL 
IMPINGING JET 
6.3.1 Test Objectives 
Much of the research effort has been expended in developing an 
analytical method which can predict the flow field produced by the impinge­
ment of an assumed potential jet upon a symmetrical two-dimensional de­
flector. Before attempting to develop mathematical models of more complex 
geometries it is imperative that the accuracy of the analytical methods be 
tested for simple geometries. Thus the principal objective of the experi­
mental program is to examine the validity of the predictions of the mathe­
matical model and the assumptions associated with the model. As a result 
it is necessary to determine velocity profiles and static pressures throughout 
the flow field and be able to compare these parameters as well as deflector 
surface pressures, reverse thrust loads, and the measured free stream­
line with the results predicted by the analytical model. Hence, it was 
considered desirable to develop an experimental system which would be 
flexible for two-dimensional jet impingement tests, and one which could 
be altered without too much effort to allow for three-dimensional thrust 
reverser testing in the future. 
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There are many parameters in the two-dimensional impingement 
geometries that can be investigated. These include: 
1) 	jet velocity. 
2) 	Velocity profile at exit of the jet. 
3) 	Deflector geometry. 
4) 	 Turning angle of the deflector surface. 
5) 	 Distance between the jet exit and the deflector. 
It was decided that a nozzle which would produce a uniform free 
jet exit velocity profile would be simplest and most desirable. While 
many other profiles could be produced this does not appear necessary to 
accomplish the stated goal. Certainly, the jet exit velocity profile Will 
be distorted if the deflector plate is too close to the jet. This aspect of 
the experiment will be investigated in more detail later. Also, it was 
decided that investigation of only two basic defledor shapes were 
required initially. These are: 
1) 	a symmetrical deflector of constant radius of 
curvature, 
2) 	an asymmetrical deflector intended to model a 
blown-flap thrust reverser. 
In the succeeding sections of this discussion there are four 
main topics to be presented. First, the experimental apparatus necessary 
to produce the desired jet will be discussed. Second, the deflector models 
which have been constructed, the test instrumentation and the available 
flow visualization techniques will be illustrated. Third, the available 
results from the model tests will be presented and certain conclusions 
drawn. Fourth, possible tests which could be run with this facility in 
the future are suggested. 
6.3.2 Air Flow System 
Figure 6.11 illustrates the apparatus used in generating the two­
dimensional jet. The flow of air is produced by a New York Blower Company 
centrifugal blower containing an eight bladed motor 29-5/8 inches in 
diameter. Power is provided to the blower by a U.S. Electrical Motors 
Company Varidrive unit which is rated at 25 horsepower and uses 220 
volts, three phase, 60 cycle current. The output speed of the motor 
varidrive is continuously variable from 1250 to 7500 revolutions per 
minute. Since a direct coupling was made between the motor and the blower, 
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the utility of this wide speed range was curtailed by the 2500 rpm limit 
of the blower. A sliding cover valve is located at the blower-exit and 
the valve position can be adjusted with a power screw.' This arrangement 
allows close control over the flow rate through the tunnel. 
Because of the location of the blower-motor combination the 
flow is exhausted into a rectangular duct, redirected by three 90 0 -elbows, 
turned into the horizontal direction and flows through a 15 inch square 
duct seven feet long. This duct feeds a convergent nozzle. The two­
dimensional convergent nozzle which is 15 inches long, is formed with 
an elliptical pattern and produces a straight jet which is 1.5 inches wide 
and 16 inches long. The aspect ratio of this rectangular jet is 10.7. 
Because of the large area ratio between the inlet and exit of 
the jet (approximately 10) the jet is uniform along its length and across 
it width. A typical free jet profile is shown in Figure 6.12. This jet 
was produced at a fan speed of 1700 rpm, and a valve opening of 30%. 
Its profile was measured at a position of 1/8 inch from the jet exit. At 
this speed the total pressure produced. by the fan is approximately 9 
inches of water. The total flow rate is approximately 2000 cfm, and the 
variation in velocity across the center portion of the jet is less than 5%. 
The maximum flow rate from this system is not more than 3200 cfm at the 
highest speed available. A total pressure of 22 inches H 20 might be 
possible. If.attainable, this would produce a 300 fps jet velocity. 
6.3.3 Impingement Test Equipment 
To date only three models have been tested, although two 
additional ones are available. Two of the deflector models tested are 
cylindrical with a radius of curvature of 13.5 inches; one has a 450 
turning angle and the other a 15 0 turning angle. Each of these has been 
constructed from a plywood base; the surface of each deflector is 1/16 
inch thick plexiglas. Eleven pressure taps are angularly spaced from 
the centerline to the edge of the deflector. All eleven are in the hori­
zontal plane located at the center of the deflector. Additionally, three 
pressure taps are located in the other half of the deflector in order that 
the symmetry of the flow may be checked. The ends of these deflectors 
are covered to prevent any end flow, and provision is made for the velocity 
probe to be inserted from the top. 
The third deflector model is that of a blown flap reverser. It is 
basically a wood structure; the curved portion of the surface is smooth 
-aluminum sheet. Again,- eleven pressure taps are provided. End flow is 
prevented, but the flow field cannot be studied at this time with the 
existing traversing mechanism. A modification would permit the field to 
be examined and can be provided at a later date if deemed necessary. 
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All velocity measurements are made with United Sensor and 
Control Corporation yaw probes. These are used to determine the total 
pressure and static pressure within the flow. The probe used is 12 
inches long; rotation of the probe by 41 .1 0 from the stagnation condition 
allows one to measure the static pressure. The probe was mounted in 
a United Sensor and Control Corporation manual traversing mechanism. 
This mechanism has a 24 inch travel and a rotation of a full 3600. The 
displacement can be read to the nearest 0.01 inch and the angular 
rotation can be measured to the nearest 0.1 of one degree. The traversing 
mechanism and probe were mounted on a plexiglas plate such that an 
additional angle and radial position could be determined.. This is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 6.13. There were eleven radial 
positions available during a test. These were spaced on 1/4 inch 
centers with the nearest location 1/8 inch from the deflector surface. 
A picture of the velocity traversing apparatus is shown in Figure 6.14. 
The total pressure, static pressure, and balancing pressures 
were read by two U-tube manometers filled with distilled water. The 
deflector surface static pressures were determined through use of a 12 
tube guillotine manometer bank that could-be read to the nearest-0.01 
inch of water. The pressure drop across the convergent nozzle was 
recorded by a separate U-tube manometer, and the pressure at a tap 
located 1/2 inch from the end of the nozzle was measured on a separate 
U-tube manometer. Additionally, all pressure lines were connected to 
a pressure switch box which would allow readout on a 6 inch draft gage 
filled with distilled water. 
During each test the blower speed was monitored with a strobotac, 
the fluid temperature at exit of the jet was measured by an iron-constantan 
thermocouple, and the axial thrust exerted on the deflector surface measured 
independenvtly by a BLH Electronics, Inc. load cell, Serial #51130, which 
has an accuracy of one-half of a percent of full scale. The full scale of 
this load cell is 20 lb, but because of its arrangement in the test stand, 
it may be used to measure thrust loads on the deflector up to 35 lb. 
Another BLH load cell is available for higher loads. As an alternate meth J 
of finding the total thrust load the deflector suface pressures may be used. 
These two determinations of the thrust provide checks as to the correctness 
of the work. 
Afso, some flow visualization study of the impinging jet flow has 
been made. Figure 6.15 is illustrative of one visualization technique. 
Smoke is created by mixing sulphur dioxide and ammonia to form ammonium 
sulphite. This smoke is introduced close to the jet exit, but not within 
the jet itself. The jet entrains part of the smoke, but most of the jet remains 
clear in appearance. As a result, the edge of the jet is distinguishable, 
and as apparent from Figure 6.15, appears as a rather sharp line. -These 
studies have not been used for quantitative purposes. 
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FIGURE 6.13 - POSITION COORDINATES 
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6.3.4 Results of Model Tests 
Three different types of tests have been conducted to date. 
These include: 
1) 	The effect of spacing between a two-dimensional 
cylindrical deflector and the jet exit. 
2) 	 The complete mapping of the flow field and the 
measurement of cylindrical deflector surface pressures. 
3) 	 The measurement of deflector surface pressures 
and thrust for the blown flap model. 
6.3.4.1 Effect of Axial Position 
The main purpose of these tests was to examine the effects of 
spacing on back pressuring of the jet and on the thrust exerted on the 
deflector. In order to be able to make a valid comparison of these tests, 
the pressure drop across the nozzle was set to the same value for each 
axial spacing. This produces approximately the same freestream velocity 
for all cases. It does not produce the same mass flow rate for each case 
because of the back pressuring effect. The deflector was cylindrical 
with a 13.5 inch radius'and an included angle of 90 degrees. Figure 6.16 
shows a summary cresults for exit jet profiles as a function of spacing. 
The significant distortion of the jet is very evident. True mass flow rates 
were obtained by integration of the velocity profiles. These values were 
compared with the predicted volumetric flow rates obtainable from the 
pressure drop across the nozzle. These results are shown in Figure 6.17. 
At the 6 inch spacing position the integrated volumetric flow rate differs 
from the results obtained through use of the change in wall static pressure 
across the nozzle by only 2%. At a spacing of 1.5 inches, the difference 
is 18.5%. Furthermore, this 18.5% difference represents a loss in mass 
flow rate. Figure 6.18 shows the static pressure measurements on the 
deflector surface as a function of spacing. The shape of these pressure 
curves is the same. It is interesting to note-that the overall pressure 
is increased as the axial spacing is reduced, and that the thrust level 
is increased by about 15% even though the mass flow rate is considerably 
reduced. (The reader should recall that the method of normalizing these 
tests was to attempt to insure that the freestream velocity was about the 
same.) Finally, Figure 6.19 is presented to show the effect of axial 
spacing on the centerline static pressure. At a position of 6 inches, 
about 0.5 inch H 2 0 vacuum was measured due to small experimental 
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errors. Even though these reported values show some error, it is 
believed that the shape and general results obtained from the figure are 
borrect. At a spacing of 3 inches, the centerline static pressure is 
less than 0.5 inch of H20 positive pressure. At distanbes less than 
3 inches the back pressuring effect increases rapidly; at a spacing of 
1.5 inches a centerline static pressure of approximately 9 .0 inches was 
recorded. This is about 60% of the recorded stagnation pressure. 
Apparently for this apparatus and the particular deflector geometry, the 
back pressure effect is less than 10% for spacings of 3 inches or more, 
i.e. Laxial/D > 2.0. 
6.3.4.2 Complete Mapping of the Impingement Jet Flow-Field 
The principal objectives in these particular tests were to obtain 
results which could be compared to theoretical predictions. The deflector 
used for these tests was cylindrical surface with a radius of 13.5 inches 
and with an included angle of 301. Static and total pressures throughout 
the field, deflector surface pressures, and the position of the edge of the 
jet were measured. Figure 6.20 shows the deflector surface pressures 
in dimensionless form for direct comparison to the predicted values. The 
predicted values of pressure distribution are quite sensitive to the 
number of node points used. The three predicted curves were produced by 
using 90, 180, and 360 node points in generating solutions. The agree­
ment between the experimental and predicted pressures is very good when 
360 node points are used. Figure 6.21 shows a comparison between the 
measured position and the predicted position of the free-streamline. 
Again, the agreement is excellent. The measured position was quite 
sharp, and could be determined fairly easily. It is unfortunate that the 
edge of the jet could not be measured beyond the x = 1.6 inchds position 
because of the limitations of the measuring instrumentation. Figure 6.22 
shows the jet exit velocity profiles as a function of distance measured from 
the nozzle. The back pressuring effect of the deflector is apparent. As 
the flow approaches the deflector (say, from 1/8 inch to 7/8 inch), it is 
clear that the deflector stagnation point significantly alters the exit jet 
profile. This is evidenced by the reduction of the centerline velocity. 
Figures 6.23 through 6.26 provide a clear picture of the fluid flow field. 
The velocity at every point in the flow has been resolved into tangential 
and radial components. The tangential component h each figure is plotted 
at the left and the radial component at the right. The velocity components 
are plotted along the abscissa and the radial position along the ordinate 
in each figure. Figure 6.23 is the 00 angular position. Since it is 
supposedly along the line of symmetry, the tangential component should 
be zero. It is always less than II fps, but it is not zero. This indicates 
that the instrumentation was not exactly aligned along the line of symmetry. 
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- The radial component of the flow varies from 200 fps toward zero mono­
tonically as it should. Figure 6.24 shows the results at an angular 
position of 40 from the centerline. Figure 6.25 presents the 100 angular 
position results. The spread of the jet away from the deflector surface 
beyond 5/16 inch is apparent since the radial velocity components are 
negative. Below this position the tangential acceleration effects are 
still apparent as the radial components are directed toward the plate. 
Still, the tangential velocity profile is fairly uniform. Finally, 
Figure 6.26 shows velocity results at an angle of 150. Close to the 
deflector surface, the flow is still accelerating. Spread of the jet is 
more noticeable and the outer edge of the jet is no longer sharp and
 
distinct. If the fluid were inviscid, the edge of the jet would be at
 
the 3/4 inch position. However, at the 7/8 inch position a tangential
 
velocity of about 55 fps was measured. An attempt to measure the flow
 
entrained was made by appropriately integrating the velocity profiles.
 
The observed variation in these values was less than 2.0% and did not
 
show a consistent trend. It is concluded that the entrained flow is
 
negligible in this case. Furthermore, these figures do not show any
 
significant boundary layer growth.
 
6.3.4.3 Performance of the Blown Flap Model 
The test conducted on the blown flap model has been performed 
in order that comparison with the analytical predictions could be made. 
A one-half scale sketch is presented in Figure 6.27 to show this specific 
geometry. This reverser produced a deflector loading of 27 lb at a flow 
rate of 2210 cfm. Assuming the flow leaving the deflector surface to have 
an angle of 360, the predicted thrust would be 33.7 lb. This seems to 
indicate a significant amount of spillage has occurred in this configuration. 
The dimensionless deflector pressure ratio is plotted in Figure 6.28. The 
test was repeated at a later date and variations of about 3.5% were observed 
in the static pressure measurements. The predicted results are generally 
much higher and the maximum variation between experimental and the 
theoretical result is about 28%. No reason for this significant variation 
is known at this time, although it is speculated that a sizeable separatiun 
bubble may have formed in the curved portion of the deflector surface because 
of the relatively large adverse pressure gradient. 
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FIGURE 6.27 - GEOMETRY OF THE BLOWN FLAP MODEL 
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6.3.5 Projected Tests with this Facility 
There are a number of ways this facility can be-further used. 
First, additional two-dimensional symmetrical deflector testing is needed 
to more clearly determine whether or not the analytical methods developed 
are successful in predicting the amount of spillage that may occur. 
Second, the tests of the blown flap model are relatively sketchy at this 
time and the need to understand the poor comparison between theoretical 
predictions and experiment is evident. Third, the equipment can be 
modified to permit the study of performance of various three-dimensional 
surfaces. 
A concept that could be included In these three-dimensional 
studies would be that of amplifying the thrust reverser effectiveness by 
utilizing some of the freestream flow. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
Several new ideas and the validation of several previously pro­
posed concepts have come out of the Opposing let Study to date. These 
include the following: 
1) 	Thrust Reverser Positive Pitch is a valid means 
for improving thrust-reverser utilization and 
shows significant advantages over conventional 
design, especially under side wind conditions. 
2) Reversed let-Nacelle attachment must be avoided 
at all costs. This is especially relevant to 
cascade thrust reversers. Further work in this 
area should be pursued. 
3) 	 There is a good agreement between the flow 
visualization data and the inlet temperature 
data. This suggests a greater future reliance 
on flow visualization methods since they afford 
a powerful means for analyzing fluid flow and ' 
often supply information of significant interest 
and relevance which was not initially sought. 
4) There appears to be a critical Jet-to-freestream 
velocity ratio for which ingestion is at its worst 
and at which the jet maximum penetration point 
lies closest to the engine inlet. Operation at 
velocity ratios above and below this critical 
value apparently results in more favorable 
ingestion conditions. It is possible that some 
means for momentarily modifying or interrupting 
aircraft thrust reversal during this critical period 
could be developed. 
The results of the let Impingement Study have led to the 
following conclusions: 
1) 	The numerical method developed here is capable 
of predicting the velocity field and reversed 
thrust associated with the impingement of a jet 
on a curved surface with good accuracy. The 
method has beeh successfully applied to a variety 
of two-dimensional problems and it appears that 
this procedure can be extended to the analysis of 
three-dimensional cases. 
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2) The comparison of the analytical results with 
experiments performed as part of this study are
 
in generally good agreement indicating that the
 
assumptions made in the analysis are valid.
 
APPENDIX A
 
STATEMENT LISTING AND SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR RADIAL lET
 
IMPINGING ON A CYLINDRICAL SURFACE
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Ac I RADIAL JET IMPINGING ON CYLINDRICAL-SURFACE 
1002 - DIMENSION DELTA(50),THETA(5o),ETA(5o),ETAICOSO),F1(SO.50), 
3 1 THET1(50SOJ5)NVP(50)INHP(50),OETAN(50,5O) 
DIMENSION F(50*50)aFO(5o5O),OLAMI(50,50),DETAL(5OjsO))005 DIMENSION PP(50)PSL(0)
 
)16 C INPUT OF INITIAL INFORMATION
 
(7 NCASEmI
 
)0u8 NTYPEqo
 
ng NTYPE=]
 
LTYPEmo
 
)012 ETAIx.8
 
1J3 .THER15,
)4 THEul5O 
3015 NSPc5 
w46 NH=15 
)17 NH=IO08 NV=20
 
)019 THI14t
 
cjO 202 NTRYmO
 
FACTORm,00002
3022 IENOqO
 
4 3 Lao
It4 ANVNV 
)OZ5 ANHnNH
 
)026 ETAN(NSP,1)UETA!
 
K 7 THETAEoTHE*3.1413926/180.
 
)18 THETAIETHI*3,1415926/180,

1029 NVV=NV
 
IF(LTYPE,EQ.1)NVV=NV-1

--1 ETAEwI.-ETAI*THETAI
 
)032 NSPPI=NSP+I
 
NSPMl=NSPw1
) 3 
44 ODLAMNL,/ANH 
)035 DT:DLAM*THETAE)036 DETA=(1,.ETAI)/ANV
 
7 NHPLuNH+1
 
)Cu NVPIaNV+1
 
039 NVMINV.L
 
ClIO C CALCULATION OF THETACJ) AND ETl(!)
 
ci DO 1 JIjpNHPj

042 AJ=J
 
,3 ETAI[Jl)ETAI
C4. 1 THETA(J)mTHETAE*(A4-1,)/ANH
 
J135 DO 2 IhhNVPL
 
046 ., Alal
7I 2 ETA(1)mI,'II,-ETAIW*AI I,I/ANV
 
C INPUT OF FREE STREAMLINE
049 00 40
AQ JxNSP.,NHPL0 400 DELTACJ)UETAE-lCTHETAE-THETAJI))/(THETAE-THETAI))**2*(ETAE-ETAI)
 
0 ~DO 3 JmNSPNHP
 
052 ETAI(J,1)wDELTA(J)
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053 3 THETIjCJl)=THETACJ)
 
04 C DETERMINE NVP(J)
 
015 44 CONTINUE
 
O56 DO 4 JclNHP1
 
057 IF'(JLTNSPP1)NVP(J)vNV
 
0i8 IF(JLT.NSPP1)GO TO 4
019 	 Iw0
060 5 	 1uI+l
 
at I-.-- IFETACI )GT,ETAC-J,1) )NVPCJ)=I 
,012 IF(ETA(I)GTETAi(Jsl))tO TO 5 
1063 4 CONTINUE 
4 - - WRITE(6,114)fr15 114 FCRMATC1H1,/,lOXpfLCATIO4 OF FREE STREAMLINEI) 
0u6 WRITE(6j,15) 
067 1-5 FORMATI//,LOXIETA THETA') 
le8 WRITEC6llO)(ETAL(Jl),THETA(J).nkl;NHP1)19 110 	 FORMAT(BXqFs.3,8XsF6.3)
 
0O... -C - DETERMINE LOCATION OF SPECIAL BOUNDARY PbINTS
 
C*l 00 6 JvNSPNH
 
C52 KMAXn1.NVP(.J)-NVP(J+I)
 
w3 IF(KMAX.EQ.1)GO TO 6
 
A74 	 DO 7 Ks2,KMAX
 
ImNVP(J)+Z-K
 
. -ETAI(JK)m'ETA(I-)
 
077 THET1(JK)UTHETACJ)+CTHETA(J+1)-THETA(J))*(ETAI(Jj1)ETA(I))/
j 8 I (ETA1AJl)-ETAI(J+Ij,))
89 -- -NMRO 
080 30 MMM+L-

I IF(THETA('M),LT.THETI(JK))NHP(I)uM
 
¢1I -- IF(THETA(M),LT.THET1CJK))GO TO 30
 
033 7 CONTINUE
 
084 6 CONTINUE
 
5-. NHP (NVP.1) fNSP
 
NVPIWNVPCNHP1)
 
087 DO 31 IqitNVPll
 
aO8 31 NHP(I)uNHP1
 
C CALCULATION OF VELOCITY POTENTIAL AT BOUNDARY POINTS
 
)090 FI(NSP,1)uO.
 
1' 	 00 8 J.NSPNH
 
KMAXE1+NVP(J)-NVP(J+I)
 
IF(KMAX,0Q.1)GO TO 9
 
094 	 10 Ku2gKMAX
.0 
5 10 	 FI(JPK)FI(JK-I)+SQRT((ETA1(JK)-ETAI(JK-1))**2+ CETAl(JPK)
16 3. 	*(THETI(JK)-THETICJpK-fl))**2) 
Ao 
097 FLASTPFI(JIKMAX)
 
S THLAST.THET1CJKMAX)
 
9 ETLASTPETAI(JKMAX)
 
GO TO 11
 
,101 9 FLA$T=FI(JpI)
 
,2 THLASTsTHETI(J i)
 
13 ETLASTuETAI(JI)
 
104 iI. CONTINUE
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Ags F1(J+loj3=FLAST+SQRT ETAI(J+.,1).ETLAST)**2,C(ETAICJ4,1 -)+ETLAST"106 1 *,5$(THET1(J+lAI)-THLAST))*2)
 
2l 
7 IF(ABS(F(J+lulfl.GT.I,)GO TO 99 
), 8 a CONTINUE 
fl09 D 48- InlbNV 
48 F(IJNHP1)vF1(NHP11') 
C CALCULATION OF SPACING OF ALL. NODE POINTS
 
)--9&2- DO 34 ImlNVPl
 
13 DO 34 J=NHP1
 
4 DLAM(I.,J)=O.
 
)116 00 12 Im2pHV
 
)f NHPSI=NHP(C)
8.:- DO 13 J=ZsNHPSI
 
119 KPNVP(J)+2-I

)110 DLAMl(IJ)mDLAM
 
- " DETAi(ItJ2UDETA
 
2 13
IF(JEQNHPI)GO TO 

)123 IF(J.EQ,NHP(C)-)DLAMI(IJ)=(THET1(JAK)-THETA(J))/THETAE
 
).14 IF(IEQ,NYAND.J.LT.NHP(I,)GO TO 13
 
I)5I..EQ,NVP(J))DETAIIJ)=ETA(I-ETA1CJ,1)
)126 13 CONTINUE
 
) 7 12 CONTINUE
 
a C INPUT OF INITIAL VALUES OF F(I,.J)
 
)99 IF(NTRY,G..o)Go TO 45
 
1-0 DO 23 I-a.NVP'1
 
)1 00 23 J*1,NHP1
Jm2 23 'F(IpJ)aOq 
)133. - I1=NVP(NHP)+1 
):5 DO 24 IxIIV 
)136 - NHPMuNHP(I) 
.l KwNVP(NSP ).2-1

DO 24 JmisNHpM
)y9118 24 F(I.,J)mFINHPMK)
 
)40 DO 24 14u IIMI
 
2 DO 25-J NSP
I_ 

) 2 25 F(ItJ)uF(Ili )
)143 DO 26 JmNSPP1,NHP1
 
2 '4 NVPJ=NVP(J)
 
2j5 DO 26 IgliNVPJ

2L46 26 FI;-J)mF1(Jr-I)
 
47 DO 63 JclJNSP
 
63 F(NVJ)-DETA­
9 C SAVE VALUES OF F(IJ)
 
)150 45 CONTINUE
 
2i 22 CONTINUE
 
23 2 00 27 IuINVPl
 
53 O0 27 JqloNHP1
 
4 27 FO(IvJ)nFCI,-J2
 
5 C ITERATION ON F(I#J)
 
06 C POINTS ALONG THE SOLID BnUNDARY
 
137 F(Ii)U(F(I.2)/DLA+F(2,1)/DETA)/(../DETA+1./DLAM)
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2318 DO 14 JwZNH 
q59 14 F(l1J)sF(2,J) 
'ig0 IF(NTYPENE,1)GO TO 66 
6 1.1 F(1sNHPL)=F( 1NH)+DLAM*THETAE
 
1102 66 CONTINUE
 
o .C INTERIOR PORTION OF JETS14 DO 15 1*2oNVV
 
5 F(I'L).F(I,2)
 
116. NHPIwNHP(I)17 IFNItLENVP(NHPI))NHPI=NH
 
8 Do 16 J ZNHPI 
t(1 9 Ip(4EQ.NHpW)Go TO 16 
0 KmNVP(J)*2-I
1 FRuF(IJ+1)
1 FURF(IelJ] 
1173 IF(JEQNHPI)GO TO 3Z 
!1 IF(JEQNHP~l))FRuFl(jpK) 
I.t 32 CONTINUE 
176 IF(IEQNVANDJLT.NHP(I))GO TO 33
 
0j7 IF(IEQNVP(J))FUuFCJ,1)
 
IEa 33 CONTINUE
119 A4./ETAI)
 
090 Bpl./CETA(I)**2*THETAE*i2)
I DuB*Z./(DLAM+OLAM1(IJ))*(l./oLAM1(IJ)+1,/DLAM)-A*,5*t1,/DETA(-
Q12 1 IJ)-tI/DETA)+2 1/(DETA+DETAL(IJ))*CI./DETA1(I!J)+I./DETA)
 
103 Eu2./(ETA+DETA1(IJ))*(FU/DETAI(IJ)+F(I-1.J)/DETA)-A*,5*(FU/
 
i. I DETA1(I*J)-F(I-IJ)-/DETA)+B*2./(DLAM+DLAM(I*IJ))*(FR/DLAM1(IJ)+ 
2 P(IJJ-I)/DLAM)
 
)186 16 F(IPJ)nE/D
 
)1"7 JuNHPL
 )8 IF(NTYPEEQO)GO TO 15
 
9 SL3=(ETAL(NHP1 1)-ETAIcNHR1))/ETAI(NHPl,)/DLAM/THETAE
 
0 SLA.5L3*(I,.ETA(Il))/CI.ETAI(NHPII))
) 1 VELSQRT(I,/(I.+SL4SL4)) 
112 F(I.J)F(IJ-1)+ETA(I)*DLAM*THETAE*vEL
 
413-- 15 CONTINUE
 
J46 
 C CRITERION FOR CONVERGENCE
)) DO 17 ImqoNVp

196 DO 17 Ju1,NHP1
 
7 DlFUABS(FO(IJ)"F(IJ))

IF(DIF,G£,(FACTUR* 1(NHl)))GO TO 18
 
)T 9 17 CONTINUE
 
200 IF(MOD)(NTRY.,o2),EQO)GO TO 54
 
1200 TO 51
 
..... 54 IENDOl
 )203 19 WRITE(6,121)
 
1214 FORMAT(1HLBX.tRADIAL JET IMPINGING ON CYLINDRICAL SURFACE') 
4P IF(NTYPENE.1)GO TO 61 
)206 WRITE(b127) 
Z! 127 FORMAT(5X,PPLATE ENDS AT THETAESI 
... 61 XF(LTYPENE,1)GO TO 64 
3fl9 WRITE(6.28) 
)210 128 FORMAT(5X*IJET EXIT VELOCITY IS UNIFORMI) 
. 1 64 CONTINUE 
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;M2 	 WRITEC6,lZ2)ETAITHIyTHE
)213 122 	 FORMAT(5XIETAI NIFD,3,SXITHETAI utF5,SXlTHETAE wiuFS1)
 
119 FORMAT(///;27XIVALUES OF VELOCITY POTENTIALr1,/I
 
6' 	 DO 55 K4,NVP1
 
- sVP41mK-__- I w 	 ­
)i 	 NHPSIPNHPMI)
 
55 WRITE(6,12O)(F(IJ),J1iNHPSI) 
)22.... 420 -- FORMAT(/,IX,2,lF5.3) 
4 IF(IENDEQ,1)GO TO 98E 1s LuL+1
2Z3 . -... .. .... GO 1 .1-2 .. 
J_1 98 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY PRESSURES 
76.__. . PP 1) I)227 00 36 JmZNH
 
AS 36 PP(J)u1,-((F(1,J+1)-F(IJ-1))/2,/DLAM/THETAE)**2
) ... ... 	 PP(NHPI)Y!l, ((F(I.,NHPlI-FtliNH))/DLAM/THETAE)*4
230 	 IF(NTYPE#EQ.1)PP(NHPIs1O.
) 1 	 SUMUO,
 
DO 77 JuZsNHPI
 
)M3 77 SUM.SUM+(PP(J)+PP(.J-1))*.5*COSTHETA(J))*DT
)234 	 TACTPSUM
 
Do 37 I!PZ.NV
I6 37 PSLCI)Ploi-((F(I-1.1}-F(I+Ipl))/Z,/DETA)**Z
 
237 	 WRITE(6l1L1)
 
. 1II- FORMAT(IHlHI#X,'PRESSURES ALONG PLATE')
 
,19 WRITE(6j,123)
 
240 123 FORMAT(/s8XITHETA PRESSURE')
 
WRUTE-64.12(THE'TA(J)PP(J)sJsZNH)
 
2_Z 112 FORMAT( 7XsF,3,1ZX,05,3)
 
13 WRITE(6,113)
 
244. 113 	 FORMATC//siOXPRESSURES ALONG SYMMETRY LINE')
 
5 WRITE(6124)

'6 124 FORMAT(/p2X,'I PRESSURE')
 
47 WRITE(6, 125)(IPSL(l),oIuZ,NV)

'a 125 FURMAT(lIX, 2,12XF5,3)

51 CONTINUE
1, 9 
Z.0 ... C . ADJUSTMENT OF FREE BOUNDARY
 
251 00 40 JNSPPI#NHpl
 
2FB=FlJ,1) 'IF(JEQ,NHPliGO 	TO .58
254 	 SL1=(ETAICJ+II)-ETAJ-I.,1) )/2./DLAM/THETAE
 
o58 CONTINUE
S 
-16 NVPJPNVPCJ)
 
257 	 NVPJILNVPJ+1 
8 ELzETA(NVPJl)
 
9 - FL.F(NVPJI1J.1)
 
• L
ODESDETA
 
261 IF(NVP(Jn1).NENVP(J))GO TO 41
 
ELvETA1{J-l,1)
'3 FL.FLJ-t,1) 
264 DE.ETA(NVPJ)-ETAIJ-I1I)

t 5 41 CONTINUE
 
93
 
296
f267-
J8 ­
270 

F(FBGTF(NVPJJ--)1GO TO 42
)X=DLAM
 
'IIDE*{F5WFL')/(FCNVPJJ-1)-FL)
 
F(NVP(J-1),NE,NVP(J))DY=DY-(ETAIJ(,)-ETA(NVPJ1))
 
1,2OO"IIF(NVP(Jn1),EQ=NVPCJ))y=DYY-CETAL(J t)-ETAI-i))
4=2 00 TO 43
 
z3 42 
24-... 
5 
2a6277 43 
le8 
) 9 
)210.241 
132 
2v -. 56. 
1284 
)f5 
126 9 
287 
18 4019.SUM=lOt
 
2 0-
2o1 52 
);2 ­)ZE 

)294 

)1,3 

DYwETACNVPJ)-ETAL(Jl)
 
X1NDLAH*(FB-F(NVPJJ-t))/-(FNVPJJ)aFCNVPJJwt))

DX*DLAM"X1
 
CONTINUE
S.
L2DX/DY*THETAE
 
IF(JLE,(NSP+2))GO TO 56
 
ZF(JEQtNHP1)GO TO 59
 
ETAN(Jl)1ETAN(J-.1)1$*L2*OLAM*THETAE
IF(ETANC.Jl),LTETAN(J-I,1).)ETAN(J,)i=ETAN(Jd,1')
 
GO TO 40
 
ETAN(JI)=ETAN(J.II)SL2/SLICETAI(Jl)-ETAI(J-1,J-))
 
IF(ETAN(J,1).LTIETAN(J-1u1))ETAN(J.,)=ETAN(J-1,l)
 
GO TO 40
 
ETAN(NHP l)=ETAN(NH,1)+SL2*DLAM*THETAE
 
IF(ETAN(C4l),LTETANCJ-1li))ETAN(Ju)=ETAN(J-1pI)
 
CONTINUE
 
DO 52 JRIPNSPMI
 
SUMsSUM+(F(NVJ1I).FCNvP1JJ+1)+F(NvJ)-F(NVPLIJ))*,5*eTAI*DT/DETA
 
VVAV:SUM/ETAI/THETAI
TMAXcVVAV*VVAV*ETAI*THE.TAI*2,
 
.TIDEALl',s+51N(THETAE)
 
TRATaTACT/THAX
 
). '6REFFaTRAT/TIDEAL
 
)297 

218 

9 

0 

1301. 

12 

3 

)304 

)15 

6
7 

3 

29 

0
311 

2 

)31 

) 5
1I6 
600 

62 

53 

.
 
46 

99 

WRITE(6*600)TRATREFF
 
FORMAT(//,loX.#ITHRUST RATIO =',F5,3,LOXITURNING'EFFECT-IVENESS F
 
sF5.3).

ETAEaSQRT(I,-2,*SUM)
 
IF(NTYPE,EQ,O)GO TO 62
 
SL5w(ETAN(NHPI,1)-ETAN(NHIL))/ETAN(NHP1 I,)/DLAM/THETAE*,5
 
VEL=SQRTC1./(I.*SL5*SLS))
 
ETAEPn,.SUH/VEL
 
CONTINUE
 
DO 53 JmNSPPJNHpL
ETAN(J1) ETAN(J, 1)+(ETAE-ETAN(NHPI1))*ETAN(Jt /ETANNHPlo )
 
DO 46 JuNSPPINHP-1
 
ETAI(JI)mETAN(Jl)
 
NTRYmNTRY+1
IF(NTRyEQ,30)GO TO 99
 
IEND=O
 
GO TO 44
 
STOP
 
END
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APPENDIX B 
The following finite difference approximations to first and 
second derivatives are used 
1 6 2 5
 
AY"
 
3 0 1
 
7 4 8
 
a 	 . 2AX
 
(.~ 0 02- 04
= 
2AY 
0 
01020(~~)(AXBX4 0 + 
2000 2 +042" 

Y20 CAY) 2
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APPENDIX C 
STATEMENT LISTING FOR A STRAIGHT JET IMPINGING 
-OF A CURVED SURFACE 
96
 
001... C STRAIQHT JET I-MPINGING ON A CUVEO SURFACE
 
3) 2 DIMENSION k(404o).DXR(4Os4o),0XL4,40),#DYU(4040)DYD(4o,040),
(3 1 X(40)Y(40)sF(4o,2o),NVP(40),NHP4O2,y1(4OozO)
 
.1..4 DIMENSION VS(40),XS(40),PP(40),PSL(40)
 
5 	 DIMENSION IS(40),JS(40),DXS(40),Xl(40,2o)
 
DIMENSION FS(40)FSX(4o).FO(40,40),NHP2(40)1YN(4o 2O)
)-a7 . DIMENSION NHS(4O).,XSL(40).,FSXL(40).PNHPP(40)
 
2008 C INPUT OF INITIAL INFORMATION
 
ISTOP'1
(39 
)t0 .... NTYPE a 0 
2011 NTYPEm1 
)91=2 NSP=5
 
f -' NHw15
 
NV.28
)015 NJVw23
 
)I6 ANHPNH
 
17 	 ANVENV
)018 ANSPmNSP
 
( 9 ANJV.NJV
 
O NSPPIONSP41
0 

All NSPMI=NSPw­
372 NSP2e(NSP 1)I2
 
( 3 NHP1UNHI
 
)N34 NHM1NH-wI
025 	 NVPINV+l
 
)16 NJVMI=NJV.l
 
) 7 NJVPI=NJV*1
2028 	 NJVPI*NJV4l
 
, qALI=@0556
 
) 0OAL3:oZ2
A1 	 AL2=AL3*(ANV-ANJV+I,)/ANJV-1.)
 
)032 AL4CALI*ANH/(ANSP-.)
 
)(13 NTRYuO
 
)AV FACTORnoo002

.035 	 TMAX2,*ALI
 
.46 DXuAL4/ANH
 
) 7 DYm(AL2+AL3)/ANV
)038 NTRYaO
 
)C9 c DETERMINATION OF GRID POINT LOCATIONS
 
,3 O D I JulNHPL
 
11 ~ AJ=J-10042 X(J):AJ*DX
 
0J 3 XI(Jsl)mX(J)
 
,0.4 00 2 IutNVPI
 
i7 
045 AIpI-l
 
6 Y(I)mAI*Y
 
C SPECIFICATION OF PLATE LOCATION
 
028 	 READ(5,140)(YS(I),I=LNHP1)
 
J4_ 140 FORMAT(BF10s6)
 
tlo Y2YS(NHPI)
 
02Y(NSP.9)FA43

052 	 READ(5jl40)(YI(Jol).PJ NSPPlYNHP1)
 
97 
"(3 C SPECIFICATION 'OF NODE SPACING
 
) 48'
OriDO IIaNVPl
 
) 5DO 9 Jm1,NHPI
 
)36 DXR(IJ)wDX 
) 7 DYU(IJ)uDY 
)058 DXL(IJ)=DX 
699 OYD(IIJ) DY
 
)(9 8 CONTINUE
 
3061--. C- -LOCATION OF PLATE
 
3, 2 DO 4 Iu2,NV
 
-3 IF(Y(1),GT,Y2,ANDY(I-1),LT.Y2)ImI=
 
S... .-4- CONTINUE
)"5 IlMlmIl-l 
)6 72 CONTIUE
) _7 -C DETERMINE XS(j) AND NHP(I)
 
3068 DO 141qp,#NVPl
 
l )(10NHP(I)uNH 
o0 - -14 NH(I)s2
 
071 %IL=I.
 
0-72 DO 200 .2-NV
 
,I3 .. . .. IF(Y(l) GEYS-(I)AN~oY(1-1),LT, $(l))IlLn%
 
304 CONTINUE
ZOO 

075 I1LMI=ItLs1
 
'6 -- I1MAXaIl
 
IF(IILGTI11)IIMwXIL
 
078 C DETERMINE XS(I), XSLCI), NHS(I), NHP(I), DXR(IJ),DXL(IsJ),p AND

1(_7 

t - ---.... ..- -.. DYD41IpJ )ODO 201 I.2jIIMAX 
Cdl DO 201 J41NH
 
I082 .... IF'(YSCJ.)GT,YCI).ANDYS,(J+1),LT-.Y(I))GO TO 203
 
Df IF(YSLJ) LT.Y(I),ANDYS(J4+1),GT.Y(I))GO TO 204
 
c4
GO TO 202
 
0085 203 NHS(I)uJ+l
 
O 6 XSL(I)=X(J)+DX*(yS(J)-Y(I))/(YS(J)-YS(J+I))
 
1 7 DXL(IpJ+L)mX(J+I)-XSL(1)
 
DOB8 GO TO 202
 
o09 204 NHP(I)mJ

0 P O NHPP(I}=NHP(1)
g911 XS(1)=X))YDXJY(I+L)-YS(J))
 
0092 DXR( IJ)uXS(1)-X(J)
 
0-)3 202 CONTINUE 
01[4 DYDDwY(Ih'YSJ*) 
0095 IF(DYDD,LT,DY)OYD(IJ)=DYDD 
o^96 201 CONTINUE 
o0n .- C DETERMINE INTERCEPTS FOR CONSTANT POTENTIALS AT PLATE' 
0918 DO 20 J NMPl 
0099 Iml 
Ot)O 1-07 -nI+1 
0,l IF(Y(-2-7),LEYS J),ANOY(1).GTYS(J))G 'TO 206
 
0102 GO TO 207
)3 20 IglJ)mI
 
Of O IF(J,EQtI)5LIO(YS(2)-YS(l))/DX
 
0105 IF(JEQ,)GO TO 208
 
98 
o06 IF(4JEQ.NHPI)ULo0C(Y5ANHPI)-YS(NH) /D.X
 
0107 IF(JEQNHP1)GO TO 208 
0J38 SLIO=(yS(J+I)-yS(J1))*,5/DX 
01]9 -.208 C.N I-NUE_ 
"
lIO ISJUIS(J? 
GI i2 - XTEMPX(J)V(Y(Isj)Ys(,J,))*[-Scio)' Lao"
 
D13 211 LmL+l
 
,114 IF(XTEM'P,LT,X(L.I),AND,XTEMPrGTrX(L))G0 TO 210D1, GO TO 211 
D 6u 210 JS(J )NL 
fl7 DX5(J)n(XtEP-XcL))/DX

DIAS t05 CONTINUE
 
,I.9 C DETERMINE NVP(J)
 
,x0 DO 21 JwIiNHP1
2121 IF(JLT&NSP)NVP-J)..NV
 
012 IFCJ,LTNSP)G0 To 21
 
'3,3IF(J,EQNSP)NVPCJ)NJV-1 
D124 IF(JEQNSP)GO TO 21 
22115 IF0 
22+ 16 
I F(Y(I)#,LTYI(J 1))NVP(J)sI 
218IF(Y(I),LT.Y(Jh))GO TO 22).:9 21 CONTINUE
 
.10- 00 38 JmNSPPLNHpL
 
,131 IuNVP(J)
 
.12 38 DYU(I,J)YI(J..1)-Y(:)
 
)1 3- .C DETERMINE NVPMIN

•,134 NVPMINuNVP(1)
 
')X5 DO 28 JhZPNHP1
 
, 6. IF'(NVP(J),LE,NVPMIN)NVPMINuNVP(J)
 
,1 7 28 CONTINUE
2138 WRITE(6401
 
,19. 101 FORMAT(I/,/,10X}LOCATION OF FREE STREAMLINEf )
 
D10 WRITE(6,I023
 
)141 102 FORMAT(//,.I1XptX,,13XYI')
 
232 WRITE(6AI03)(X(J),YI(J91),J=NSPNHPl)
3 10 FORMAT(8x;F5,3pB8XAF63 )

2144 WR.ITE(6,128)

.A5. 128 FORMAT(//,loX,.LOCATION OF PLATE')
 
6 WRITE(6s129,
AL7 129 FORMA"T(//,s11X,tx,3XjvYI)
)148 WRITE(6,3O) (X(J),YSCJ)bJulNHPI) 
).19 130 FORMAT(8X#F5,.7XvF7,.5) 
@ 0 C DETERMINE LOCATION QF SPECIAL BOUNDARY POINTS
'151 DO 37 IUsaNVP1
 
2 37 NHP2(I)qO
 
.3 D 23 JuNSPNH
1:24 IFCNVPCJ),GE.NVPCJeI))KMAXmlNVP(J)-NVP(J+I)
 
'iR5 IF(NVP(J),LT.NVP[J+I)KMAX=1-NVP(J)+NVP(J+1) 
6 IF(KMAX,LE.I)GO TO 23
 
?
7I DO 25 Kc2jKMAX
 
99
 
Die ImNVP(J)*ZK 
0159 IF(NVP(J),LTNVP(JI))INVP(J)-14IK 
1-0YI(JK)uY( I 
XL(JJK)X(J-)DX*(Y(Jsl)-Y(I))/(Y(Jl).y1(J.1,1)) 
OM2 IF(NVPCJ),LTNVP(J*I))DXL(IJ+1,6X(J+I-L(JDK)
0163 . IF(NVP(J).,GENVPcJ.1))DXR(IJ)uXIIJaK).X(j) 
0&w4 IFNVP(J),LTNVP(J+2))Go TO 35 
OMI5 MaO 
0166 16 MmM+l 
0,57 I,F(X(M),LT,Xl(JKI)NHP(I)=M 
O S IF(X(M),LT,x1(JK))GO TO 26 
-it9. ... GD .TO.702
 
0170 35 MaO
 
36 
0 _ . - .... - IF(X(M ,6T,.Xl(J K))NHPZ(1)-M+ 
0173 IF(X(M),LT,Xt(JK)GO TO 36 
tl MPM+L
 
I74 702 CONTINUE
 
015,. .25 CONTINUE 
176 23 CONTINUE
 
0J17 IF(I1,GT 1 NVPMIN)GO TO 704
 
0i8 DO 27 I"IINVPMIN
 
D,19 27 NHP(I)wNH
 
01_80 704 CONT-INUE 
011i DO 99 1PNJVNVPL 
29 NHP(I)uNSPMI
0103 C CALCULATION OF VELOCITY POTENTIAL AT BOUNDARY POINTS 
0A l.F 1)w.4(NSP 

0I)5 'DO 30 JcNSPNH
DI 6 KMAXml+NVP(J)-NVP(J ll
 
L47 IF(NVP(J) I T NVP(J*1))KMAXwI+NVP(4+l|-NVP(J)
 
I )a IF(KMAXEQI)GO TO 3.1
 
.. DO 32 K42oKMAX
J9 

0190 32 FI(JsK)=FI,(J K-I)+SQRT((Xt(JjK)-XI(JsK- ))*+(YI(J K}.yI(J*K-1)'
 
1 **2)
oil FLAST=F'I(JKMAX)
 
2193- YLASTAYI(4oKMAX)
 
)ln4 XLASTCX1(J,KMAX)
 
Go TO 33
 
--31. FLASTOP1(J,1)

,197 XLAST=XI(J,1)
 
48 YLAST=YI(J, )

,V)9. 33 -CONTINUE
 
2200 FI(J+ll)UFLAST*SQRT((YI(J+I,)-YLAST)**2 CXI(J+1,)-XLAST)**2) 
;1 ,30 CONTINUE 
00 34 IuLmNV 
)203 34 F(IvNHP1)HF1(NHP J1)
4 C INPUT OF INITIAL VALUES OF F(IJ) 
5 IF(NTRYGT,O)GO TO 39
,6 DO 40 IvI;NVp1
 
)207 00 40 JqlANHpl
 
-18 -40 F(ItJ)uO,
9 00 41 JuNSPNHP
 
210 DO 41 I'm1 NV
 
100
 
4-1- F( Iia)mFLCjJ) 
0 L2 DO 42 IoNJVNVP
 
0 -3 DO 42 J4I1NSP
 
ji:l 42 	 F(IJJ)=U(AI-ANJV)*DY
 
06
DO 43 JPIPNHPI
 
39
LB 	 CONTINUE
 
o 	L9 LPO
 
-C-....SAVE VA-1AJ.ES. OF F(I1:)
 
0 21 53 CONTINUE
 
oj z DO 54 IAINVPl
02 .. 	.... ...DO-54 J44#NHP.1 
0224 54 FO(Ij)LF(Ioj)
 
0 35 C ITERATION ON FClIJ)

0It6- C_ .POINTS ON THE PLATE
 
0227 	 00 212 JplNHP1

0 28 
 ISJpIS(J) 
oige -.------. - JSJajS(fjl 
120 FS(-J)-F(ISjJSJ)eDXS(J)*(F(ISJJ$J+I)-F(ISJ,JSJ)) 

0231 IF(II,EQ,2)GO TO 213 
.DO-214-I42,o1 tn1 
D D3 JLxNHSCI NJ 
,234 214 FSXL(1)=FlS(J)+(XSL(j)-X(JL))/(X(JL+I)-X(JL))*(F$JL+1)SF(JL))
 
.213. -IFLI-lEQ.2)GO.TO 216
05)6 DO 215 Iu2,I1M1 
,237 JLWNHPP(C)0s.--7 -21; FSX(I)auS(4L)+(XS(: )-X(JL) )/X(JL#1)-X(JL) )*(FS(JL+I)eFS(JL.))
:1)9 216 CONTINUE 
04o C INTERIOR POINTS
 
0-241--------------00
-47 IAZNV
 
2F(Iul)uF(I,2) 
) 3JLAST.NHP(I)
 
)Z44 	 I-F(I.EQ,NJV)JLASTSNSPM1W1
)-15 	 IFCNHPZCI),NEO)JLASTmNH
 
)6 	 JFIRSTuNHS(I)
J7 	 DO 48 JUJFIRSTJLAST
)248 	 FRaF(IOJ*1)
 
9 FLmF(IJ1)
M ...... FU=FCI*lsJ) 
)251 FDF(CI.J') 
2 IF((Y(I)SYS(J)),LT.DY)F=pS(J)43 	 IF(J.,EQ NH$S(C).ANQO.I,LTIIlL)FL=FSXL(I)
)254 IF(NHP2(I)cEQO)GO TO 49 
2_ 5 Kql-NVP(J-1)*l 
IF(JEQNHPz())FL.FlCJ-lK) 
17 49' CONTINUE)258 	 IF(I-EQNV)GO TO 75 
IF(CIEQNVP(J))FUFX(J,1) 
) 75 CONTINUE
)261 	 IF(IGTI1)GO TO 50
 
2IF(J,GTNHPP(I.1).ANOJ,LE.NHPP(I))FDcFS(J)I IF(I.EQ,2ANDJLENHPPCI))FD=FS(J)

o4 IF(IEQI1)GO TO 59
)265 	 IF(J,EQ.NHPPtl))FRUFSX()
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AS6 	 50 CONTINUE
 
NZ67 IFCJ,EQ,NH)GO TO 59
 
Dib... -IF(IGE,NJV)GO TO 59
5219 KNVP(J)+2I 
DrO IFCJEQNHP(I).ANDI.GT.NVPMIN)FRuFI(JK)

2?71. CONTLNUE
 
1 DYD(IJ) )*(,/DYU(X 	 1)J)+L/DYL(Yij))
)274 	 F(I'J)mCZ./(DXL(IjJ)+DXR(!IJ))*(FR/DXR(IJJ)+FL/DXL(IDJ))*t./
 
15 	 1 (DYU(IiJ)+DYDCIJ))(FU/DYU(IJ)sFD/DYD(lJ)))/T
 
) 6 	 48 CONTINUE
2277 	 IFY(Il.GT,.YZ.oAND.Y(I).LTY3)GO TO 51
 
2'8 	 IFILENJV)GO TO 47
 
F(INSP)uF(1NSPM)
 
DcO GO TO 47
 
21 51 IF(NTYPEEQ,1)GO TO 52
Di2 	 SL1B(Y2.YS(NH))/DX
 
VELNSQRT(C,/(I.tSL1*SL1))
2284 F(IsNHP1)F(INH)+VE6*DX 
)15 IFCY(I),LTYI(NHDoMGO TO 706 
DII6 KuI-NVP(NH)+1D207 	 F(IbNHI)FI(NHK)+(XNHPI)-X(NHK))*VEL
 
D,88 706 CONTINUE
 
a1 706 Go TO 47
 
DID 	 52 SL1C(Y2.YS(NM))/DX
)291 	 SLZ=(YI(NHP,1).yL(NHM1))/DX
 
liz 	 -SL32SLI+(SL2SL)*(Y()Y2)/yicNHPll)-yZ)
 
SSLAV(SL+SLZ)**5

)294 REFF2U(I,+SLAV/SQRT(,+sLAV**2))/(1,+SLI/SQRT(.iSLI**2))
 
45-VELWSQRTU..,cL..SL3*5L32
 
) F(I.NHPI)UF(INH)+VEL*DX
 
D297 IF(NHP1NE,NHP2(C))GO TO 47
32989 KmI-NVP(NH)+1
 
) 4 F(IJNHPL)UFI(NHK).VEL*DXLCINHPI)
 
AD)0 47 CONTINUE
)301 	 DO 76 Jx'sNSP
 
D-392 76 P(NVJ)UFCNV;NSP2) 
) 3 SUMM0.) 4 	 DO 73 JcZpNSP
itt- 73 =SU=SUM(F(NJVM 1J)F(NJVPliJ)FNJVM1oJ1l)-P(NJVPIPJ-))**25/DY
 
). 7 _VAV=SU/A4
3308 	 TMAXm2,*A l*VAV*VAV
 
•1p9 VAVJ=VAV
 
!go. FTPOF(NV.,NSp2)WVAV*OY
 
)al 	 DO 74 J4,NSp
 
74 F(NVP1,J)PFTOP
I.3 C- CRITERION FOR CONVERGENCE
 
) 4" DO 55 Iw.,NVP1
2315 DO 55 jmLNHPl
 
I 6 OIFABSCFOCI,J)-FCIJ))
17 	 IFCDIFGE(FACTDR*FI(NHI)))GO TO 56
 )318 55 CONTINUE
 
3t9 GO TO 57
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cto 56 LuL l 
Cfl21 Go TO 53 
0322 57 WRITE(6,152-)L 
.123 152 FORHATC////.1OXjIL a ?,1) 
!N4 WRITE(6,t31) 
03-3Zt... -­431 .. ORMA(.l4Hl5XISTRAIGHT JET IMPINGING ON CYLINDRICAL SURFACE-') 
C26 
0327 
IF(NTYPENE,I)GO TO 78 
WRITE(6,132)
7
01- 4fl.....4RMT-(5X.JP]ATE- ENDS AT THETAE')
 
0129 76 CONTINUE
 
0O3 WRITE(6,pI34)AL 1*AL2 
o0- 4..-3,O3-.OkMATC(SSuJFT-WI.DTH p',FZ.3,19X,'DUCT LENGTH w4F-5*) 
0332 WRITE(6,2,35)AL3,AL4 
0333 135 FORMAT(5XAIJET CLEARANCE ut,F5,3,lX,9PLATE HALF WIDTH *l'PS.S) 
014- WR-I-TE(6p133) 
0335 133 FORMAT(///,27X,'vALUES OF VELOCITY POTENTIAL',/) 
O'36 DO 58 IwIsNV 
ok;37 -MENVPl..I+1 
NLASTUNHP('M) 
0339 IF(MLENVP(NHPL),AND,MGEI1)NLASTWNHP1 
o0 ­
a3;a 

.IERMLT,IAND.M.GTNvP.MIINNLAST.NHPP(M)

0MIl 	 IF(MGENJV)NLAST=NHP(M-)+l
 
0342 IF(MSEQ,1)NLASTPl
 
-.. . . ... . NF- RST*I-
O 

0 4 -- IF(MLTIL)NFIRST.NHS(M) 
0345 N9gNFIRST-l 
0 6--- . -I -NHP2(-M-),NE,0)GD TO 79.. . ...
0f7 wRITE(6.-2)Ng [(F(MJ).,J=NFIRST.-NLAST)
 
0-48 126 FORMAT(N(5X).2lF5.3)
 
0349.------------ -. 8-
GD--T0. 
0 79 NSoNHP(M)01il 	 NIO=NHP(M)
0352- IF(MsLToIlL)NlONNHP(M)-N9
 
0-33 N6ZNHP2(M)
 
'N7vN6-N5"1 
0.25 NBNLAST"N6+1
 
f)l56 WRITE(6,43)N9,N[O(F(MJ,,JuNFIRSTNS)bN7,NB,(F(MJ2J=,N6PNLAST)
 
I 7
13 136 	 FORMAT(N(5X),NF5,3,N(5X)ONF5.S)
 
a~ -58B CONTINUE
 
1)A9 CALCULATIONUF BOUNDARY PRESSURES
 
0 C PRESSURE ALONG PLATE
 
-	 DO 60 JmZ2NH
 
3. DIST=SQRT(DX**2*g(YS(J+I)--YS(J-1))* 5)**2)
 
4 60 PP(J)*.,.(FFS(J1NFsCJ 1))*,5/DIST)**2
 
15 	 PP(NHP1)pO,
 
)366 	 IF-(NTYPEoNE-,*)PP(NHPl)PP(NH)
 
SUM9O..
 
DO77 Ja2#NHP1
 
369 77 SUMcSUM+(PP(J)+PPCJ-1)1*.5*X
 
0 TACTwSUM
 
I TRATNTACT/TMAX
 
12 TIDEA .1,+q,/SQRT(.+(1,/SL1)**2)
 
)373 REFFATRAT/TIDEAL
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374 C PkESSURE ALONG SYMMETRY LINE
 
0375 
 I1LPaIIL+1
 
0j76 00 61 
IUIlLPINV
 
0577 61 PSL(I)cl,.C(F(I1,1)-.(I+1,1),/2,/Dy,**
2
0378 WRITE(6x11l)

O79 111 FORMATIHIoXIPRESSURES ALONG PLATEI)
80 
31 WRITE(6,123)
23 FORMAT(/,lOXIXt,12XIPRESSURE,
 
0382-... WRI-TE(6,112,(X(J)JPP(J),J=zNH)­
0133 112 FORMAT(7XsF5,3 12XsF593)

0134 WRITE(6,113)
0385 113 FORMAT(//I/,loXPRESSURES ALONG SYMMETRY LINE')
QIJO WRITE(6,124)
 
124 FORMAT(/,14XIY9,1OXjPRESSURE)
 
's 114 WRITE(6o114)(Y(I);PSL( I), =IILM1;NV)
0389 FORMAT(11X*F5,s.,O.XF.3)
 
DtO WRITE(6, 27,REFFREFF2
0 1 127 FDRMAT(//,1OXjTURNING EFFECTIVENESS I s'F5.3,1lOX,
D392 1 ITURNING EFFECTIVENESS 2 *',FS.31

D0 C ADJUSTMENT OF FREE BOUNDARY
 
5 SLZPa-tOo,YN(NSPsl)AL3
)196
 1hWRITEC64O00) Skiloo
)17 
 1000 FURMAT(///j5X.,J 
 SL1$2)

8 0 62 JNSPPINH
D399 FBxFI(Jj1)
 
),10 
 S lm{yI( +ljl).yl(J.1o1))*,5/o
 
x
 
) NVPJmNVP(J)
)402 NVPJ-1UNVPJ+1 
-4"23 FLVF(NVPJ-,J.1)
)FRUF(NVPJI.JI) 
DYIDY)406 0V2.OY
)437 IF(FB.GTF(rJVPJ,aJ))o TO 63
 
IF(NVP(J-1).NE,NvP(J))GO TO 64
)409 FLAFI(Je1,l)
 
1DYIYI(J1,
 )-Y(NVPJ)

64 CONTINUE
 
.12 IF(FB.GTF(NVPJJ-1))GO TO 65
43 
 YT*DY1*(F(NVPJ.. .I .FB)/(F(NVPj~J.I).FL
,14 DYYNYI(Jol)-Y(NVPJ)-yT )
 
1xxuox
 
416 
 GO TO 66

7 
 65 CONTINUE
 
4 9 DYY2Y(JJ-:).Y(NVPJ)
419 X1I=DX*(FB-F(NVPJJ4-))/(F(NVPJ)J).F(NVPJ.1))
!4j0 DXXDX-X11
 
412 - 16o TO 6663 
 CONTINUE 
1423 IF(NVP(J+I),NENVP(J))GO TO 6734 FRuFI(J+i1) 
DYZYI(J 1t)-Y(NVPJ)

426 67 CONTINUE
 
4f7 IF(FB,LTF(NVPJJ+1))GO TO 68
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1 as 8YTSD Y ( F(NVP4,J*1kF)/(F(-iP J,1).FR)
*29 OYwV(Jol)-YCNVPJ)-VT
0430L OXXv"DX 
32 6B OYYl~Y1(Jf).-Y(NVpJ) 
68 007066B (NPJJ)/(F(NVPJJ+t)-F(NVPJj)) 
0434 PXX-wX1L 
(136 66 CONTINUE 
0407 IFCSLZLTSLP)SLZS42FP
 
a as SL2Pm5L2
 
;Vq ~ WRITE(6001U-J,SLISLZ
04460 1001i PORMAT(4XP12,2XE1O.3,3XE10.3)
 
4,41 1F(JLE,;NSP+28)GO TO 69
 
!flb2~--YM(J,j)vYN(J-l1pl)tSLZ*DX
 
G~43 00 TO 62
 
36IF (YNC p1),GT.VN( J-1,1) )YNCJil)cYN(.Je1,l) 
0447 62 CONTINUE 
C48. YNCNHP1,1)*YNCNH,1).(VNCNH,1)-YNCNHM1,1)) 
C4-49 5L3(YS(.NHP1)-VS(NH) )IQX 
0Q390 - SL4E(YNCNHP1,1V YN(NH,1l))/.OX 
51 IFCSL4.LTp,,)5L4u0l 
ck2 SL5c,5*C5L3.SL4) 
0133 V33(FSCNHPI)"FS(NH))fSQRTCDX**2+CY5(NHP1)-YS(NH)2**2) 
0454 VAV=(l*+V3)*.$
 
C055 VAV=VAV*OX/SQRT(oX**2*C 1.+SLS*SLS))
6l3- Y3:VZ+AL 1./VAV*VAVJ 
0457- ~ DO 70 JgNSPPlNHp1-
0 5S 70 YNCJ4p')=YNCJ,1).*(V3-YNCNHP1,1))*(J-NSP)/CNHPL-NSP)
0539 DO071 J=NSPPZNHP1 
0461 NTRYuNTRY*1
 
22 IF(NTRYRGEsISTOP) GO TO 99
 
)464 00 TO 72
 
)599 STOP
 
) ;6 END
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